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Creation Critics
*The debate that needs substance, Life! gives the history of
October's favorite holiday B6
not rhetoric.
A6

Campo
new
dean of
men

Biology professor featured on talk radio
By Angela Franulovich
NEWS REPORTER

Is Intelligent Design theory just a
stealth form of Creationism like
many of its opponents claim? And if
not, what distinguishes Creation
Science from Intelligent Design?
Journalists around the globe are
seeking to answer these questions
as they watch the federal court pro-

ceedings in Harrisburg, Pa., where one-hour interview with the direcn parents have petitioned the court tor of Liberty University's Center
to bar the Dover Area School for Creation Studies Dr. David
District from mentioning r=—~r
DeWitt.
ID theory in its biology * r c U "
Rick Wood, the show's
classrooms.
host and producer, is a
Audiomartini, a radio
iciencd m e m b e r °f t f i e Skeptic's
talk show broadcast in the
Society and the program's
District of Columbia as well as the main focus is to examine claims of
United Kingdom, sought to answer the paranormal or supernatural
these questions recently during a from the viewpoint of a skeptic.

When Wood asked DeWitt to
clarify the difference between
Creationism and Intelligent Design,
DeWitt said, "There's obviously
some overlap but there are some
distinctions and mostly it's one of
approach."

Please See CREATION, Page A3

By Tanya Whelly

Kevin Grape
inspiration
to students

NEWS REPORTER

On Oct. 10, Dr. Todd
Campo took over place as
Dean of Men. Campo was
previously the associate
dean of men and coordinated the partnership between
Lynchburg
Christian
Academy and Liberty.
"When LCA got up and
running my duties slackened," said Campo. He was
asked to be the Dean of Men
when former Dean Josh
Brown moved into the
Office
of
Institutional
Effectiveness.
Before coming to Liberty,
Campo worked as a detective with the Los Angeles
Police Department and was
a Captain in the United
States Marine Corps. He
has received many degrees
in concentrations such as
religion, apologetics, and
international law, as well as
receiving his Ph.D. from
Trinity
Theological
Seminary. He was also the
principal of Hawthorne
Christian
School
in
Hawthorne, Calif., which
received
the
highest
scholastic scores in the
state during his residence.
After serving his community in the public and private forum, Campo packed
up his family and made the
long trip to from California
to Lynchburg, believing
that God had called him to
Liberty University.
"I initially felt called to
Lynchburg through a series
of divine interventions," he
said. "I felt convinced this
was where the Lord wanted
me and my family."
During his time on the
West Coast, Campo was in
contact with Dean of the
School of Business at
Liberty University, Bruce
Bell.
lease see DEAN, page A3

By Chelsea Franklin
NEWS REPORTER

No one will forget the snow
blower finger.
Twenty-three-year-old
physical education major
and senior Kevin Grape
always told the story of how
he put his hand into a snow
blower a n d almost. Wsv i l n c c

COLT FREEMAN

THE WRITE STUFF—Frank Peretti and others taught workshops about how to be a good writer.

The mighty pen: Writers attend conference
By Matthew Robinson
NEWS REPORTER

Christian author Frank Peretti
delivered the keynote address on
Friday, Oct. 21, entitled The Writer's
Calling, during the fifth bi-annual
Liberty
University
Writers
Conference.
"Tonight I want to address the
journey to the spiritual, God side of
writing," said Peretti.
Peretti first presented a prerequisite for every attendee. He said what
was really important was one's personal journey with the Lord and how
He has guided their life into the
field. It does not just apply to writ-

ing it applies to every aspect of one's
life. He continued to give his personal journey with the Lord and ended
the keynote session with prayer.
Workshops were held Saturday,
Oct. 22 for aspiring writers and
teachers wanting to teach writing in
the classroom.
Last year's Lynchburg City
Schools' Teacher of the Year, Ruth
Erquiaga, spoke on The Four-Square
Method of Teaching Writing. Liberty
School of Education Professor
Michelle Goodwin and Lynchburg
City Schools Instructional Reading
Specialist Linda Williams spoke on
The Write Stuff: Teaching and
Assessing Writing.
Lynchburg

Regional Juvenile Detention Center
English teacher Nancy Zappula
spoke on I Will Never Assign a Term
Paper Again. Liberty graduate and
Appomattox County School System
Teacher Kara Byrne spoke on
(Almost) Painless Poetry.
Freelance writer John Riddle
spoke on "Getting a Book Contract
in 30 Days or Less."
Riddle has authored 34 books in
the past four years and says that
publishing companies have ideas for
books and are looking for "new
authors.
lease see CONFERENCE, Page A3

Construction continues on Campus North
By Jeremy Wicks
NEWS REPORTER

A powerful 300-ton crane, several massive 200-ton concrete panels, creative
design and $9.3 million is all it will take
to give Thomas Road Baptist Church's
members a new place of worship. Located
on Liberty's Campus North, the new
church will seat 6,000 people.
Construction on the site of the new
sanctuary was started six months ago by
a company based out of Charlotte, N.C.,
Kodiak Contractors Inc.
Robert Cotner, a carpenter on site said,
"the project has run pretty smooth so far.
We are working right on schedule."
Kodiak employees have spent the sumCKimNut mer undergoing several monumental
WORKING HARD — Campus North sees much activity as crews work.

tasks. They have pealed the pavement
from a 1,000,000 square foot parking lot,
dug a six foot deep foundation and
poured several concrete walls measuring
up to 53 by 10 feet.
The technique they used to raise the
walls is a quicker, cheaper and more efficient way of erecting larger buildings
called Tilt walls. First they poured concrete on site into casting beds and then
waited for them dry. Next a giant self
assembling crane rolled into town from
Tennessee piece by piece on 11 separate
tractor trailers.

Please see CONSTRUCTION, page A3

fingers.
"He turned a tragic accident into a fun time for
everyone when he showed
people his hooked finger that
never healed right," said
Grape's
father, Rick.
The story of
the
snow
blower accident is only
one example
of how this
GRAPE
positive and
outgoing man of God used
the most unfortunate circumstances to bring glory to
God and a smile to people's
faces. One such circumstance was Grape's struggle
with Type 1 Diabetes.
"Kev was a diabetic who
did not let anything slow him
down. He was always on the
go and was out to make the
best of his day," said sophomore Mat Cates, Grape's
friend and former roommate. As a Type 1 diabetic,
Grape often had seizures at
night when his blood sugar
count got very low.
"He would wake up knowing he was low and try to get
some sugar in his system as
fast as he could." Cates said.
Normally the seizures
would only last for five to 10
minutes and he would be
fine afterward. On Oct. 2,
2005, a final seizure ended
his battle with Diabetes.
Cates and DLP sophomore
Ryan Allen found Grape in
his room. While Allen called
911, Cates performed CPR on
Grape in a frantic effort to
revive him. An EMT unit
arrived and continued tiying
to revive Grape. Grape was
taken to Lynchburg General
Hospital where, shortly after,
Allen and Cates were
informed that Grape did not
survive.
Family and friends agree
that Grape's story doesn't
end with his death.
Please see GRAPE, page A3
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parrick doney

THE

bottom line
/•>«•

Each week, I receive both positive 'lessfortunate than yourself. Then you need
and negative responses to The Bottom Line. a new hobby. There are ways to disagree
What I intend to do is give you, the people, a with people other than to belittle them. If that
chance to place your thoughts about what has doesn't appeal to you, could you at least
been written into the paper every few weeks. write some decent sentences with moderate
Writing this column used to be the high- correspondence? I am very much disaplight of my week. This year that has complete- pointed, and hope to see writing with better
ly changed. Now, reading the responses I get taste and quality in the future.
on a weekly basis has become the best part of
I'm not even going to waste my time with
my job. The grammar has not been corrected that.
so you could enjoy to the fullest what I get to
Here's the "secret" deal we orange sticker
experience in my mailbox each and every people made with LUPD to allow us to park
week. Read them and you'll understand...
in P-i. Owing to the paving of the pit, south
First off I would like to ask if your a senior parking is, well, lacking. I have circled the
because I hope u are because the bottom line circle, pit, keyhole, and other parking lots in
is you have to go. When need a different South parking for up to 45 minutes looking
for parking. Just thought I
person writtening your article because your really bad.
should let you in on the conWho is in charge of the newsNow, reading the spiracy against commuters.
paper? First I would like to responses I get on a
I know what you mean. As
comment about you article
I wrote a few weeks back, I've
weekly basis has taken people to Campus
last publication how are you
going to bash every one on become the best part North and driven a guy that
campus. I hope your major
couldn't find his car (driving
of my job.
is notjournalism because if it
by three open spots in the
is you have a lot to learn.- Then another
process). And on a completely different
thing you comment on red necks. What is note...
the definition of a red neck someone who
So I read that letter to the editor that was
farms or grew up on a farm. Listen don't bashing your column, and I gotta say it
you know every thing you eat was raised on made me laugh a bit. I don't think that
a farm from food to fruits. So before you someone who references Ephesians 4:29 in
bash college freshman, farmers, off cam- the context of such an angry and bitter letter
pusers, what every your going to bash. I deserves to be taken seriously (how can they
ask you to please publish a article worth not see the irony?). Anyways, I just wanted
reading or get a new editor. Thank you if to tell you that they're wrong. Your column
your going to be in journalism you got to is funny and therefore encouraging. Keep
take critism or sometimes you just got to go. up the good work and don't let the crackpots
I don't know whether to thank you or be get you down.
Finally, someone that enjoys my critics as
disappointed. I haven't written anything
about rednecks, but if I would have, you defi- much as I do! What you all need to know is
that whether you like it or love it, I always
nitely would have proven my point.
I get so sick of reading the junk you put in enjoy the feedback, and that's the bottom
the paper every week. Writing an article that line.
Contact Patrick Doney at tpdoney@libermakes fun of other people takes zero to none
talent. If all you can write about is people ty.edu.

DEBORAH HUFF

SMILING PRETTY — (L to R) Megan Joiner, Adam Bishop, Joanne Tang, Robert Sisk, Lauren Hulto, Alicia Wotring,
Stephanie Brown and Matt Trent celebrate at the Baptist Collegiate Press Conference.

Champion wins'best newspaper'
journalism field."
The Champion competed against universities such as Baylor, Cedarville, Mary
Hardin-Baylor and Gardner-Webb.
Pulitzer Prize-winning photojournalist
David Leeson was one of the keynote
speakers at the conference. He described to
attendees his experiences in taking photos
in Iraq while embedded with soldiers. He
also taught several workshops for student
journalists, showing pictures of his coverage during Hurricane Katrina and in
Sudan.
"People" magazine writer Stephen K.
Helling was also in attendance and spoke
Friday morning about being a Christian
journalist working with hollywood and
choosing what to promote as a Christian
while keeping his responsibilities as a
reporter for "People" magazine.
Gary Fong of the "San Francisco
Chronicle" also presented his work at the
conference. The photojournalist worked
with many student photographers, commenting on their work and giving feedback.
Photo students were sent into Nashville on
Friday, Oct. 14 to take photographs of the
city. The photos were then critiqued.

ByJoanne Tang
NEWS REPORTER

A journalism confrence and awards ceremony was held in Nashville, Tenh., headquarters of "the Baptist Press."
In Black and White Photojournalism,
Photo Editor Adam Bishop took first place
for Creative/Artistic, first place for
Personality and second place for
Academic/Organization'. Assistant Photo
Editor Matt Trent placed third in Creativity
Black and White Photojournalism. Former
Editor in Chief Jason Pope placed third in
Newspaper, Regular Column Writing for
his piece "Too Much Buzz."
Aside from Bishop and Trent, representing the Liberty Champion were Faculty
Advisor Deborah Huff, Editor-in-Chief
Alicia Wotring, News Editor Joanne Tang,
Assistant News Editor Robert Sisk, Sports
Editor Megan Joiner, Copy Editor
Stephanie Brown and Design Manager
Lauren Hultz.
"This conference made us better journalists," said Trent. "It was a good experience."
"The conference was a great opportunity
for us, as a staff, to interact with other student journalists and see what they are Contact
Joanne
doing in their school papers and journalism jtang@liberty.edu.
programs," said Wotring. "It was also
encouraging to meet strong Christians who
have been successful in their (professional)

Tang

at

Moot point: Law students battle in court
By Matthew Warner
NEWS RFPORTFP

Blue Mountain High School senior Joseph Tiberi last cut his hair
when he was a freshman. It now
hangs halfway down his back and is
further distinguishable by blue
streaks dyed through the length of
it. For three years, this was not a
problem. However, recently the
school board expelled Tiberi, citing
a seldom-enforced dress code policy that dates back to 1968. Tiberi
claims the expulsion is in violation
of his constitutional rights, specifically concerning his first and fourteenth amendments. The case of
Tiberi
v.
Blue
Mountain
Independent School District has
now made it to the Sixteenth
Circuit Court of the United States

^~*>i'%

l'i>-' Liberty

students began preparing for this
Court of Appeals.
Rut the U.S. Court of Appeals has tournament over the previous summer, and had to prepare a 15-page
only 13 Circuits.
The case before the court is fic- brief based on a 40-page case, as
tional and the court fictitious, but well as 15 minute oral arguments.
Former SGA president Brian
the arguments are real.
The scene is Liberty University Fraser was one of the competitors.
School of Law's 2L Liberty Cup On Wednesday evening he competMoot Court Tournament, held at ed against 2L classmate Jeff
the school of law from October 17 to Johnson. Both were grilled by
22. This year's 2L tournament is three judges who intentionally
the first session of what is to be an asked questions intended to break
annual Liberty University School of their stride and thought patterns.
The panel of three judges included
Law event.
"The purpose of the moot court is the honorable Judge Burnettte who
to give students an opportunity to serves with the Lynchburg General
work on skills that they need to District Court. A total of 30 active
practice law," said Professor Scott judges and attorneys are participatThompson, director of the Center ing in judging this tournament.
In addition to giving 2L students
for Lawyering Skills and the moot
invaluable experience, this compecourt advisor.
According to an official state- tition gives the school of law expoment on the school's Website, 2L sure. "We got as many judges as we
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could from the local community to
help increase our exposure to the
local bench and the local bar," said
Thompson.
From a student's
standpoint, the tournament is just
as important.
"This in a sense for me is a
midterm for life. If I learn how to
do well on this, I'll do well on the
exam ... this is preparing me for
what I'm going to do when I get
done ... it's a necessary part of
preparing yourself to be effective as
soon as your done with school,
instead of having to stumble
around in the dark figuring all this
stuff out while you're already out in
practice." said Fraser. Each session
is followed by constructive criticism of the students' performances
by the judges.
The case of Tiberi v. Blue
Mountain Independent School

District is a common case used in
moot court at other law schools,
including the University of
Arkansas School of Law and Regent
University's School of Law.
Liberty University's School of
Law will compete in their two first
inter-school moot court tournaments in February, where they
have been invited to compete in
Regent University's Fifth Annual
National Constitutional Law Moot
Court Competition and William
and Mary's 35th Annual William "B.
Spong Invitational Moot Court
Tournament.
Contact Matthew Warner at
mjwarner@liberty.edu.

1971 University Blvd.
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Policies
The Champion encourages community members to submit letters to
the editor on any subject. Letters
should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. The deadline is 6 p.m. Monday.
Letters and columns that appear
are the opinion of the author solely,
not the Champion editorial board or
Liberty University.
All material submitted becomes
property of the Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject or edit any letter received —
according to the Champion stylebook,
taste and the Liberty University mission statement.
Send letters to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24506 or drop off in
DeMoss Hall 1035.
The Champion is available online
at: www.liberty.edu/info/champion.

LETS DO IT — Law students prepare for real life court cases.

NATALIE LOZANO
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Conference:

Use Godgiven I
talents for
writing
Continued from page 1

"These publishers
are
advertising
on
the
Internet, 'authors wanted,
no experience necessary.'
I
k n o w ,
because
I
s t a r t e d
answering
these
ads
four
years
GODAWAago,"
said
Riddle.
Screenwriter
Brian
Godawa
examined
sin
depicted in movies and in
the Bible.
"There is always a call to
redemption.
To
offer
redemption is to communicate that there is none,"
said Godawa.
In the morning and afternoon
sessions,
Peretti
demonstrated his writing
technique. He outlined a
four - step process proven
to work in storytelling.
"You can write and write
and write and write, but if
you do not know what you
are doing, you are wasting
your time," said Peretti.
Peretti continued speaking on story s t r u c t u r e ,
showing several examples
from films and d e m o n strated two examples how
not to write.
J o h n Riddle spoke on
being a freelance writer in
the afternoon session. How
people have difficulties in
not finding paying markets
or finding too much work
than they can deal with. He
said a m a t e u r s write a n d
then try to sell, while professionals sell and t h e n
write.
Contact
Robinson
at
son@liberty.edu.

Matthew
mcrobin-

CHAMPION

CLASSIFIEDS
Money for College. .
The Array is currently ofifering sizeable bonuses of up to
$20,000. ID addition to pie
cash bonuses, you may qualify for up to $70,000 for college through the Montgomery
GI Bill and Army College
Fund. Or you could pay back
up to $6g,ooo of qualifying
student loans throughthe
Array's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more,
call (434) 385-1602.

Construction: Progress is steady
Continued from page 1

After the crane is assembled it is
ready to hoist each of the concrete
panels into its place. "After several
months of preparation, it took three
days to put up those panels... It would
take 100 men to construct those walls
without the crane." said Charles
Spence,
Liberty's
Maintenance
Manager.
Compared to other Liberty construction projects Spence says, "It is similar
to the DeMoss project, but it will not

take as long."
The new church is not the only structure that has popped up over the last
month on Campus North. The LaHaye
Ice Center is also under construction
and Coleman-Glass Construction,
Inc., an in-town company, was chosen
to man this project. According to
Benny Tomlinson, the projects superintendent everything is running
smoothly and right on schedule.
Tomlinson said that this is the first ice
rink that their company has built, but
they have contracted an expert from
Canada to oversee the actual building

Campo: Restoring students
Continued from page 1

"When I first met Todd
Campo, he was a police detective with the Los Angeles
Police Department, and I
immediately recognized a
consummate leader, a compassionate man of God and a
concerned husband
and
father," said Bell.
Campo believes that in
many ways his work as a dean
will be similar to his work as a
detective.
"As a dean, there is a judicial aspect of the office," he
says. He explains that some of
the same actions made by a
detective, such as investigating cases and interviewing
witnesses, are required of a
dean.
"There is a tremendous
overlap," he said.
According to Campo, the
key to leadership is restoration and reconciliation.
"I deeply desire for a student to recognize what he has
done wrong," he said "Our
hope is that this person will be
restored."
When a student really turns

of the ice rink.
The project completion date is set for
Dec. 31 but how or even if students will
be able to regularly use the facility is
still up in the air. Because the new stadium seats 1,700, enjoying the rink
will not be a problem. The Flames
hockey team will christen the new
arena on Jan. 17 when they match up
against James Madison University's
hockey team.
DAVID KRKOENOW

Contact Jeremy Wicks at jwicks@liberty.edu

FOUNDATION — Crews aim to finish the hockey rink in time for the spring semester.

Grape: Integrity and strength

around, and comes back to
school after being disciplined, Continued from page 1
sages to Grape. They then took time to share
their ministry is much more
their memories.
effective to others going
He lived his life for God and he tried to
Nearly 1,800 people attended Grape's funerthrough the same thing, said express love toward everyone he encountered, al at the Grape's home church in Rochester,
Campo.
whether family, friend or stranger.
N.Y. Several people spoke at the funeral,
including Grape's close friend Jill Patterson,
He
often
spoke
with
his
friends
about
his
As Dean of Men, Campos'
goals for this year include brothers Brett, 21, and Ryan, 25 and parents youth pastor Vinnie Tumia and Cates.
implementing a student Peg and Rick.
Grape was an example and
appeals court in order to have
"Kevin was a very affecencouragement for both the
a fair and honest judicial sys- tionate son and he was
people he ministered to and
tem.
always talking, singing or
those with whom he ministered. He loved God deeply
"We want to get the stu- smiling," Peg, said. "As a
and had a great desire to see
dents involved," said Campo, mother of two other boys
all come to Christ in a per"There's a sense of fairness with diabetes, it is hard for
sonal way. He longed to see
when other peer groups are me to let them leave the
house. I want them home
people trust in Christ for
involved.
every fulfillment in life.
Campo spends his spare every night."
time in his basement, teaching
"Brett and I are both very
In Aug. 2005 Grape
' THE ROCK — Students pay tribute
his sons everything he knows independent, but this has
addressed First Bible Baptist
about power lifting. Campo caused us to lean on each other a lot more. Our with a sermon entitled "Tapping into God". In
and two of his sons, Joshua, love and appreciation for each other has deep- this sermon he mentioned what he thought
10, and Matthew, 5, hold ened," Ryan said. Rick and Brett agreed that in heaven really was. "We really can have heaven
power lifting records and hard times, all other things are set aside and on earth. What heaven is all about is God. We
North
American the family bond becomes stronger. "I have are going to be one on one with Him. We can
Championships. Joshua has hugged Ryan and Brett more times than I can have that now but I don't think that we have
appeared on Ripley's Believe count since Kevin's home-going. We have tapped into it the way that we need to, the way
It or Not, Inside Edition, and spent much time talking and crying together, that we can," Grape said. He encouraged and
Fox Sports, and at the age of and the foolish things that bother parents don't challenged everyone to "tap into" God's grace,
His love and the salvation that He offers in the
four, Matthew set a world seem to bother me anymore," Rick said.
wide power lifting record.
Grape's friends, including Cates, planned here and now.
Contact Tanya Whelly at several memorials and displayed them. Each
Contact
Chelsea
Franklin
at
poster board had space for people to write mes- cnfranklin@liberty.edu.
Tmwhelly@liberty.edu

Creation: A "Free exchange of ideas"
Continued from page 1

"Intelligent design proponents
would argue only about whether
intelligent causes exist and whether
they can be detectable and then
apply those (claims) to questions of
origins. And so they leave out the
Scripture and faith where those are
brought into the picture from a creationist standpoint," said DeWitt.
Wood disagreed with DeWitt's
answer, arguing that one of the
most prominent Intelligent Design
theorists also promotes a billionsof-years-old Earth as well as some
forms of evolution. Both arguments, however, seem to stem from
the two distinctions DeWitt cited —
Scripture and faith.
According to the Bible, the Earth
is about six thousand years old and
macroevolution, which requires
death before sin, did not occur.
Without faith in the ultimate
authority of Scripture, however,

belief in an old earth or evolution is
not u n c o m m o n
even
among
Christians.
"The people who
advocate
Intelligent Design, many of them
are Christians of various denominations," said DeWitt.
DeWitt told Wood that a distinction needed to be made "between
empirical sciences and historical
sciences, because the approaches to
both of those are vastly different."
"In empirical sciences, we have
observations that can be made, we
have controls, we have experiments
that can be done in the laboratory
or in the field, we have repeatability in time and space — those things
are required ... which is vastly different from a historical event," said
DeWitt.
Citing "CSI," a television series
dealing with forensics, as an example of historical investigation,
DeWitt said that when "they're trying to determine the cause of a

®

s

400 i

death, they can do experiments and
see whether those results are consistent or confirm their hypothesis,
but they end up with multiple competing hypotheses ... and you can
have data that's consistent with
many different hypotheses at the
same time. So it is a matter of seeing which one maybe is the best
reflector of what happened."
"(But) there really aren't experiments you can do to prove creation
theory is there?" asked Wood.
"And neither is there for evolution - they're both in the same
boat," said DeWitt. "There cannot
be an experiment in the lab to prove
a historical science."
DeWitt said "Champion" that the
question that should be asked of
Creationism is not what is provable about the theory, but "can the
evidence be interpreted within a
creation framework?" — And
according to Dewitt, the answer is
"yes."

TOYOTA

DeWitt said that Wood was an
"excellent host" and that he would
accept an interview with Wood
again. "I have been in other forums
(before) "that were unfair," said
DeWitt.
Dr. Daniel Howell, associate professor of biology at Liberty, said
that Wood was a "straight shooter"
during the interview. "It was a free
exchange of ideas," said Howell.
"He didn't attack the messenger."
Audiomartini airs each Thursday
at midnight on WEBR radio in the
Washington, D.C. area. DeWitt's
full interview can be heard on the
Audiomartini
Website
www.audiomartini.com for a limited time. The interview will then be
posted in the show's archives located at www.audiomartini.co.uk.
Contact Angela Franulovich
afranulovich@liberty.edu

at
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• ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOIG
1 AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!

' N O T ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLED TOYOTA
MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES. SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS. COLLEGE GRADUATE
PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME
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Slithery discovery: Biology department finds, tracks snakes
By Matthew Robinson
NEWS REPORTER

When Senior biology student
Evan Wiatrek walked by the courtyard on Sept. 22, he found an
unusual surprise camping out in
the open.
"When I found the Hognose
snake, it was out in the open, near
the entrance into DeMoss. My initial reaction was that it looked

rather unusual and out of place in
the courtyard," Wiatrek said.
Wiatrek left the snake where he
proceeded to inform professor of
Biology Dr. Norman Reichenbach
who was out of office at the time.
Wiatrek received assistance from a
fellow biology student and together
contacted biology professor Dr.
Timothy Brophy. Brophy and one
of his students accompanied the
group outside to capture the snake.

COLT FREEMAN

SNAKE — This Black Racer was found in the courtyard Oct. 19. It will be released in the spring.

Without much difficulty, Brophy's
student obtained the snake.
The Hognose weighed four
ounces and was nearly two feet in
length.
Because it was unusual to find a
Hognose snake on campus,
Reichenbach decided to use radio
telemetry to track the snake. To do
radio telemetry, a transmitter has
to be surgically implanted into the
snake.
"The snake was first anesthetized. A small incision was made
along the side of the snake and then
the transmitter was placed in the
body cavity of the animal. I then
ran the six inch long antenna under
the skin," said Reichenbach.
According to Reichenbach,
McGuirt closed the incision and led
the reptile back to recovery by
"gently ventilating the snake's
lungs by blowing air through a
small coffee stirrer into the snake's
trachea."
With regard to the surgical
implantation of the transmitter,
"The greatest thing about snakes is

that they seem to be very resistant
to bacterial infection of the peritoneal cavity," said McGuirt.
Tracking the snake, which will be
done by senior Liberty biology student Chris Graham, is mandatory
for learning more about the snake's
behavior. The transmitter emits a
signal at a specific frequency and
with a directional antennae and
receiver will be able to locate the
snake on a daily basis.
"How big of an area does it move
around in? Does it typically stay
away from the campus buildings?
Will it find a mate in the spring? Is
this an isolated male snake, are
some of the things we will be looking for," said Reichenbach?
The Hognose is not poisonous
and ranges throughout the Eastern
and
Midwestern
states.
Reichenbach released the snake on
Oct. 10 in the wooded area between
the Vines Center and the railroad
tracks.
"When it is frightened or threatened by a predator like a raccoon, it
will first hiss, then puff out its neck

and if that does not scare away
whatever is bothering it, it will roll
over and play dead," said Dr.
Reichenbach.
Reichenbach reports that the
hognose snake has settled in a spot
on the hill area of the dorms, most
likely following a "tree root down
into the soil." He says the snake
might have found its place for
hibernation.
A Black Racer snake was found in
the courtyard on Oct. 19. The
snake, which measured almost
three feet in length, is being kept in
the biology lab and will be released
with a transmitter in the spring.
If you see the snake or any other
reptile on campus, Reichenbach
asks that you leave them alone and
contact him immediately at 5822072. Reichenbach believes that
conservation of the remaining
wildlife on campus is a practical
way of being a good steward of
God's creation.
Contact Matthew Robinson at
Mcrobinson@liberty.edu.

Harriet Miers chosen as nominee for Supreme Court
By Tanya Whelly
NEWS REPORTER

Controversy has settled over
President Bush's newest nominee
for Supreme Court Judge, Harriet
Miers. Miers was chosen by the
president to replace Justice Sandra
Day O'Conner, who announced her
retirement from the bench in early
July.
John Roberts was originally chosen to replace O'Conner, but
instead took the place of Chief
Justice William Rehnquist when
he died in September. These
newest bench openings are the first
in 11 years, and mark the first time
President Bush is able to nominate
a Justice to the Supreme Court.
However, many conservatives do
not believe that president Bush has

used this newest bench opening to States."
his advantage. O'Conner, who
However, many conservatives
Miers would replace, was consid- are not so sure. Although Miers
ered to be the "swing vote" of the has decades of legal practice under
court, meaning that she could lean her belt, she has no previous judieither way on an issue. Injecting a cial experience. Other
known conservative into that posi- arguments
against
tion, many believe, would mean a Miers include the fact
lasting victory for America's right that she has donated
wing.
money to Democrats as
In a recent press release, well as Republicans in
President Bush expressed his faith the past, and does not
in Miers, "For the past five years, have solid convictions
Harriet Miers has served in critical on crucial issues such as
roles in our nation's government, abortion.
including one of the most imporOthers believe that Miers' lack of
tant legal positions in the country, judgeship may actually be helpful.
White House Counsel. She has
"I fully support (President
devoted her life to the rule of law Bush's) decision, on a number of
and the cause of justice. She will be levels," says Communications proan outstanding addition to the fessor Bruce Kirk. "She has conserSupreme Court of the United vative roots and seems to have

proven that over the test of time. judicial nominees more like Janice
She is much more connected to the Rogers Brown ... who are much
society, since she has not been a more obviously likely to follow the
judge; I believe as such, she will Constitution as it is written, nomirepresent the average citizen bet- nees who can and will fight the battle for the 'Rule of Law,'" said
ter because of it."
One of the qualifications Clauson.
President Bush remains faithful
President Bush demanded
to
his nominee and trusts that she
from his nominee was that
will
be nominated.
he or she is an avid believer
"Harriet
Miers is a woman of
in the Constitution, and
intelligence,
strength, and convicwould follow it fully.
tion,"
said
President
Bush. "When
"Harriet Miers will strictshe
is
confirmed
by
the
Senate, I
MIERS ly
interpret
our
am
confident
that
she
will
leave a
Constitution and laws. She
lasting
mark
on
the
Supreme
Court
will not (legislate) from the
and
will
be
a
justice
who
makes
all
bench," said Bush.
Americans
proud."
Dr. Kevin Clauson, professor of
Government at Liberty, said that
Contact Tanya Whelly at
nominating a follower of the
tmwhelly@liberty.edu
Constitution is important.
"Mr. Bush would do well to pick
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Red Cross bloodmobile coming to DeMoss
By Jennifer Maxfield
NKWS RKPORTKK

"Every time you donate blood, you are a
hero," said Bob Lutjen, director of Public
Relations and Communications for the
Colonial Division of the American Red
Cross.
From Nov. 14-16, there will be a bloodmobile in the back hall of DeMoss. Signups for the events are three days prior to
each event outside the bookstore in
Demoss Building. The Red Cross is
encouraging anyone who can donate blood
to do so.
"Liberty University is the second largest
source of blood donations in the region,"
said Lutjen. At the last blood drive in
September, Liberty University student
donors gave a record breaking 296 pints of
blood.
Circle K is a student community service
group that raises funds for organizations
such as the American Red Cross. Circle K
also organizes blood drives in conjunction
with the university, registers blood donors,

provides refreshments, holds the hands of
donors who may be nervous and escorts
donors to their seats. "We provide moral
support (for donors)," said Becky Cockerill
of Circle K.
"With the recent hurricanes, Katrina
and Rita, most people are more likely to
donate blood after a tragedy," said
Professor Lew Weider, who heads up the
Liberty chapter of Circle K. "What people
don't realize," said Lutjen, "is that there is
an ongoing need on a local level (for blood
donations)." Central Virginia needs about
300 pints a day for its hospitals. "Every
two seconds, someone needs a transfusion,
and some family needs it every day for a
brother or a grandfather," said Lutjen.
Lutjen would also like to make students
aware that there is a special need for type
O negative, and type A negative blood
types right now. While O negative is a universal blood type for transfusions, only
about 7.5% percent of the population has
O negative.
Contrary to popular belief, donated
blood doesn't end up in a warehouse

somewhere. Donated blood has a shelf life
of only 42 days; platelets have a shelf life
of only five days. "People don't realize that
blood is a perishable supply that constantly needs replenishing," said Lutjen.
Only 5 percent of the population donates
blood on a regular basis. About 60 percent
of the population is eligible. "One person
can donate blood six times a year," said
Lutjen. The reasons most people don't
donate blood are fear and time. "The
process itself only takes about 10 minutes
... it isn't as bad as people think, most people are just nervous and tense up," said
Cockerill.
"One pint of blood can save four lives,"
said Weider. "The only way hospitals get
blood is by people like you and me," said
Lutjen. Lutjen and the Red Cross would
like to thank everyone who donates blood.
All students who are eligible to give
blood are urged to come donate Nov. 14 16th.
Contact Jennifer Maxfield at jmaxDONORS WANTED — Help save lives with the Red Cross.
field@liberty.edu.

Pysch Department envisions Bible concentration
By Holly Clements
NEWS REPORTER

Plans are underway to add a
Bible concentration to the School
of Psychology. This idea was put
into motion by psychology professor Dr. Robert DeLong after collaboration with the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences Dr.
Ron Hawkins.
DeLong was in a bookstore with
his wife when the idea came to
him. Mrs. DeLong handed her
husband' a book entitled "The
Psychology of the Christian Soul"
by George Steven. The basic message of the book was that educators and elders in the church need
to focus their attention on educating Christians about their individual needs for salvation through
Christ and a strong relationship
with Him, rather than utilizing

scare tactics that motivate includes a strong focus on the
Christians primarily by their fears Christian relationship with Jesus
of going to hell. The book also Christ. A new class will be offered
states that we as humans are con- as of January 2006 entitled
stantly studying the psychological Psychology and Religion (PSYC
theories that elucidate the behav- 410). This class will answer the
ior of mankind. In addition to questions "why do we worship?"
this, Steven says, it is extremely and "why do we worship what we
important that individuals under- choose to worship?" A fourth class
stand the biblical theories about will be added in August 2006 entiwhy people do what they do. tled Psychology of Wisdom
These two concepts are what Traditions (PSYC 360). This class
prompted DeLong to propose his will focus on the teachings of the
idea.
Bible with regards to the observaThe Psychology Department tion of traditions and the historicurrently offers two classes that cal ministries of church elders.
deal with this topic. The first of The new Bible concentration will
these is Psychology and the Bible be comprised of these four classes,
(PSYC 420). The second class is along with several additional
Psychology
of
Relationship classes that are still in the works.
Development (PSYC 300), which
The new classes will be taught
covers early relationship building by the current psychology profeswith parents, the development of a sors, because most of them have
relationship with a spouse,and extensive backgrounds in religion

and biblical studies. There is not
an anticipated need for an
increase in faculty, so the budget
concerns for this project are negligible.
DeLong is adamant about the
necessity of this addition to the
Psychology Department.
He
believes that it is his duty, and the
duty of all professors at Christian
schools, to prepare students for
eternity in addition to the preparation for their vocations. "I cover
the facts of the discipline that I
teach, and weave biblical facts into
the class," DeLong said. He
explains that this makes it "... natural to use both" for students after
graduation. Also, in the early
1990s, the American Psychological
Association officially recognized a
person's need for spirituality. The
APA has postulated since then that
in order to address this need, psy-

chologists must be familiar with
the effects of religious association
on an individual and the influence
that religious beliefs can have.
The APA has 55 different divisions, one of which is the
Psychology of Religion. DeLong
persists that if it is important to
the APA, it should be that much
more important to a leading religious university.
The final approval for the addition of a concentration in Bible
must go through the Psychology
Department, the School of Arts
and Sciences, then the Faculty
Senate. If all goes as intended, students of psychology could see the
addition within the next two to
three years.
Contact Holly Clements
ftmcZemenfs@liberty.edu.
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Pick up your box to fill from the Champion office 1035
DeMoss

After deciding the gender of the receiver, fill the box with
a variety of small items such as: toys, school supplies,
hygiene items, candy, and gum
(Please include a $5 donation for shipping}
NATALIE LOZANO

SHOWCASE — Liberty's art program will soon expand to include classes such as sculpture.

Return the box to the Champion office by Nov, 18

Art room boosts focus on visual arts
By Luke Dykeman
and Danielle Schneider

New life has been breathed
into the visual arts at LU as
the communication arts studio and art gallery reopens in
a new location. Formerly
located in a dorm room, it is
now located where . the
Registrar's office used to be.
Five faculty members: Cam
Davis, Ed Edman, Tim
Isaacson, Sandra Oughton,
Eva Palmer and Todd Smith
have works on display and
plans are in progress to
expand the use of the gallery
as well as implement a new
emphasis on artistry on campus.
An art exhibit was hosted
Oct. 14 in time for College for
a Weekenders to observe
Liberty's art world.
The Ait Faculty Exhibit will
be available to visitors until
Nov. 11. Hours are Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. and
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
'3:15-4:30 p.m.
Todd
Smith,
the
Communication
Arts
Coordinator, has a passion to
see the realm of visual arts

expand and thrive. He
explained that while Liberty
currently offers a graphic
design major, there is no visual art major that encompasses
both graphic design and traditional art courses. Smith,
along with Davis, Edman,
Oughton, and Palmer are
involved with the planning of
a program that will equip
artistic ..students to "go out
with this degree into the visual arts and act as salt and light
in the culture."
Calling
God an "artisan" Smith talked
about the churches biblical
and historical basis for
involvement in visual art.
Smith hopes to see a new
focus on the visual arts at
Liberty.
The proposed visual art
major includes courses in
drawing, painting, sculpture,
photography, art history,
design, animation and other
courses.
Many talented
members of the faculty join
him in his desire to use the
degree to bring "salt and
light" to a culture in need of
talented
and
educated
Christian artists. The faculty
bring many years of practice
and experience in both traditional art and graphic design.

While the art gallery is currently home to exclusively faculty art, plans to continue the
annual student juried art
show are in place. For several years the show has accepted
student's artwork and has displayed up to 140 creations
ranging from watercolor
paintings to modern computer enhanced works. The
increased size and accessible
location of the art room and
gallery is hoped to increase
attention to the small but
vibrant world of visual art at
Liberty.
Smith said the faculty
"Would love to see young
artists who can go out in the
field of art and influence it for
Christ as artists, art critics, art
historians, curators, directors,
etc. The art world is definitely a mission field in need of
Christians." Smith holds a
M.F.A
from
Radford
University and is an active
graphic artist, painter and
sculptor whose art has been
exhibited in various galleries
and museums.
Contact Luke Dykeman at
ldykeman@libcrty.edu.
Contact Danielle Schneider
at dnscheider@liberty.edu.

This Christmas you can share the love of Jesus Christ w i t h a needy child
in a country like Sudan or Iraq by using a simple shoe box.
•*<
Operation Christmas Chiid is an easy missions project
that anyone can participate i n .

For mora information pick up a brochure from
the Liberty Champion office or caM Sue Matthews at (434) 582 -2128
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"With a philosophy that excludes a Creator God, they [evolutionists] are
forced to accept similarity as evidence of common ancestry. However,
similarity can also be the result of a common Designer."

OPINION

Dr. David DeWitt
BIOCHEMIST AND NEUROSCIENTIST, LIBERTY UNIVERSITY

Defending Creation
Critics must offer substance, not rhetoric
"Satan is alive and well in the
Vines Center," proclaimed local
geologist Dave Woolley in the
Sept. 3 issue of the Lynchburg
News and Advance. "Recently,
the great deceiver had a ready
audience in the followers of'Scientific Creationism', a belief system that most certainly is not scientific." This conclusion was
davidernest
offered without so much as a single substantive supporting
premise. Unfortunately, Mr. Woolley's article presupposes the
very point which its headline sets out to prove 'Scientific Creationism' has little basis in science." Instead, the piece spends four
columns bashing others in hisfieldwith no evidence offered to
support his position. I always welcome debate, for it is the chief
method we use to either verify orfalsify our beliefe, but the debate
mustbesubstantiveifanythingrxjsitiveistocomeofit. Contrary
to Mr. Woolley's inductive conclusion, Scientific Creationism is a
perfectly valid system ofbeliefs, and is worthy of consideration to
those whose minds are not held in bondage to Darwinist theories.
To begin, I must answer what few substantive claims Woolley made against those who were teaching and participating in
this summer's Creation Mega conference. The article claimed
that Creationists used a light show, a few scientific terms anda
few quotes to support their arguments. This claim shows that
Woolley has forgotten the forum in which these lectures took
place. The Creation conference was not a scholarly seminar, but a
lecture to lay people which only skimmed the surface of the issues
at hand. The speakers could have gone into a great deal more
depth, but would have soon lost many in the audience.
Next, Woolley made the de facto claim that Creationists fail to
meet the criteria ofthe scientific method during experimentation.
This scientific method that he refers to is the same general
method of experimentation that most learned in high school:
form a hypothesis, test it and reach a conclusion based upon the
experiment (this is a mere simplified summary of the method.)
However, Woolley fails to acknowledge the dichotomy between
historical science and experimental science. Carol Cleland, professor of Philosophy and co-investigator Center for Astrobiology at
the University of Colorado wrote in 'Geology' in November 2001
"Although the idea that all good scientists employ a single method
for testing hypotheses is popular, an inspection ofthe practices of
historical scientists and experimental scientists reveals substantial
differences." Cleland then goes on to make the acute disLinction
between the two in that the former involves recreating an event
or scenario for whose auxiliary conditions could never be completely known or replicated. While this critique of historical sci-

ence is very broad, it clearly represents an issue with which must
be dealt.
Wolley also claimed that the Creationists' model of the world
"requires no logic or validation, and does not have to present reality..." I assume that what was intended bythis statement is that
in light ofthe scientific evidence offered (historical evidence which
I have already addressed in the previous paragraph), if I am objective, I can no longer hold my belief that the world was created. I
would have to wonder what piece of scientific evidence he or any
other scientist has found which would rule out Creation as a valid
theory of origin? The more likeiyscenario is that scientists, with
whom I assume Woolley identifies, drewtheir own inductive conclusions prior to objective evaluation ofthe evidence. Secular science comes to the table with the predetermined notion that any
reference to a Creator or intelligent sovereign being is nonsense.
Woolley continued his assault by saying "The Bible will stand
without the meddling of Creationists. 'Scientific Creationism' is
weakeningChristiamtybypushingemotionalizedignorance. 'Scientific Creationism' is a mind controlling cult." Though I would
not stoop to referring to evolutionists as "junk scientists," it is
undeniably true that Darwinism is a mind—controlling theory
that is non-falsifiable. Additionally, if the Bible is to be given the
credit it is due, it must be consistent. The Bible teaches that God
created the world in six days. Given that there is no anomaly in
the Hebrew text which would indicate anything other than the
seven days in Genesis, we must assume it to be the case. For
Christianityto stand, the Bible must be taken at its word.
Lastly, Woolley claimed those of us who hold to the Creationist
view do so only out of fear: "Fear motivates Creationists." If I, or
any other creationist were truly fearful that some piece of evidence could in an instant disprove the Bible, I would not be replying to Woolley's claims. Christianity has withstood 2000 years of
attacks from secular scientists and philosophers alike. Just as evolutionists see an opportunity to examine their theories in light of
scientific advances, so do Creationists.
Now that I have dealt with the "arguments" Woolley had
advanced, I would like to offer a few evidential proofs of my own.
A problem that is facing the science/evolution debate is a lack of
objectivity. The prevailing scientific theory of today is evolution,
and as such, any and all evidence must advance it. Thus, the lens
through which modern science allows its viewers to see the world
is not, in fact, objective at all. In the past several years following
the mapping of the human genome, the claim has been made by
scientists that humans have roughly 98 percent identical DNA to
chimpanzees. Of course to those who are out to prove Darwin's
agenda, this was conclusive evidence ofthe evolutionary process.
To the lay person, this might seem like a logical conclusion, and
98 percent is a staggeringfigure.However, closer examination
reveals that this blanket statistic intended to build the case for

evolution overlooks some significant details. Biochemist and
Neuroscientist Dr. David DeWitt was quick to point out such
details: "Just over one percent of these differences are single base
pair substitutions which represent roughly 35 million mutations.
Furthermore, there are well over 45 million bases present in
human DNA which are not present in chimps, as well as another
45niillionfoundinchimpswhichhumansdon'thave." Certainly
anyone who looks at these statistics objectively must concede that
there remain a great deal of differences in human and chimp
DNA, regardless of any percentage attributed to it.
Though not as densely scientific, I think there definitely is an
argumentto be made from beauty. As Dr. Kurt Wise noted in his
book "Faith, Form and Time," organisms usually generate and
maintain their beauty at some cost of energy. However, evolutionary theory maintains that energy expenditures only occur
because they are necessary for survival, not for mere aesthetic
value. Thus, the chemical pigments or cleaver mechanisms
employed by many organisms to create beauty have no place in
evolutionary theory. The creationist, on the other hand, attributes these works of art to the glory ofthe Creator.
The last point I think necessary to make, as it is key to the Creationists' model, is the inablilty to concretely prove the age of the
Earth. Radioactive dating is a common method given for establishing the age of the Earth. Electron capture is a process of
radioactive decay where a neutron from an atom's nucleus spontanously captures an electron orbiting in one of the shells. Thus,
the mass of the atom remains the same, but the atomic number
decreasesbyone. Thisprocesswaslongthoughttobecompletely
uniform without ever being affected by an environmental factor.
Geochemist Chih An-Huh recently offered proofs for this in
"Earth and Plantary Science Letters" in 1999. An-Huh reported
that in electron capture experiments with beryllium-7, the measurements showed that considerable variation ofhalf-lives. Essentially, it proved that there is no uniform, or consistent wayto date
through this method. With adverse environmental conditions,
the rate of electron capture can change, thus undermining the
reliability of this method of dating.
Mr. Woolley, I am no scientist. I do not claim to have a
plethora of knowledge. I do, however, possess a great amount of
epistemic objectivity, and would encourage you to aquire the
same thing. Ranting on the "unscientific nature" of Creationism
achieves nothing but driving a wedge in communicafipn. You are
right—,we must consider and utilize our technological advances
to test our theories in the most accurate manner possible,but
never think thatfear ofthe truth motivates us. Creationists are in
no way afraid of "the facts".. .we welcome them.
Contact Daveatdwernest@liberty.edu
m
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difficult midterm this semester?
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"Dr. Caner's Theology 301
midterm."

"History of Western Civilization
because 1 stink at history..."

"I could say something, but I
don't have any midterms!"

"Harvey Hartman for Old
Testament."

"1 am very stressed out about
my GNED midterm."

"Definitely business communications."

j
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—Robert Bannister, Jr.
Lafayette, La.

-Hilary Eastman, Jr.
Huntingdon, Penn.

—Jason McGorman, Fr.
Denver, Colo.

-Jamie Upscomb, Fr.
Lynchburg, Va.

-Ashley Lindstrom, Fr.
Forest, Va.

—Jon^Allison, Sr.
Virginia Beach, Va.
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C OMMENTARY
Greater steps needed to patch holes along the border
Our country is facing a crisis that may soon be beyond
the control of the United
States
government.
According to the Migration
Policy Institute, there are
between 10 and 12 million
illegal immigrants in the U.S
this year with roughly 1.1 million en route over the coming
.year. Although illegal immikristierutzel
gration is a criminal and
punishable act, our country
Rewards aliens on our soil. According to a Fox News Poll on
'April 25-26, 2005, 94 percent of people polled believe that
illegal immigration is a serious problem. The issues and
problems that have come to American soil by way of illegal
immigration need to be taken seriously. We also need to realize the ineffectiveness and backfiring of current immigration
policies and the necessity of pursuing various solutions to
securing our nation.
; In 1995, a breakout of Tuberculosis in a high school
! caused 36 students to fall ill to the disease that was brought
!by a foreign student living in American as an illegal alien. In
Queens, N.Y. the health department attributed 81 percent of
ithe new Tuberculosis cases in 2001 to illegal immigrants.
!Due to the rapidly growing population of aliens who do not
• undergo medical screenings, there is a resurgence of contagious diseases that our public system has fought so hard to
; banish. It does not help that the only work that many illegal
immigrants can find is within food processing, home cleanling services, and construction, in which all require human
] contact. This hits very close to home when we see that diseases such has river blindness, malaria and guinea worm
'have all come to Northern Virginia by way of illegal immigration.

Illegal immigration also takes a heavy toll on U.S. tax pay- same. A survey of business owners by the National
ers. With the immigration of aliens comes descendants who Federation of Independent Business owners found that 7
are left dependant upon our nation. According to the percent oppose the "temporary guest worker program to ease
Federation for American Immigration Reform, the annual worker shortages."
net cost for illegal immigrants is likely to be $4.5 billion. We
The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 that
are being held responsible to pay for their education cost, granted amnesty or legal forgiveness to nearly 3 million illehealth care and incarceration. Many illegal immigrants are gal aliens continues to deteriorate our nation's grip on immigetting a free ride at in-state colleges because of our tax dol- gration law. Amnesty was given to those who have successlars paying for their state educational grants. Illegal immi- fully lived in the U.S. avoiding justice for four years or who
grants displace roughly 730,000 American workers every are working in agriculture. Amnesty is pardoning criminals
year at a cost of $4.3 billion per year due ^ ^ - _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _
because it is easier to let them go
to the cheaper labor cost. Our money
rather than put forth the effort to
needs to first go towards helping the citi'Our government's methods capture them. Just as with the
zens of our own country who are facing
of deportation,
temporary guest worker program, amnesty
financial hardship due to unemployment
encourages illegal aliens to break
workers programs, and
and natural disasters. Furthermore, illethe law.
gal immigration laughs in the face of eligiOur Congress and Executive
amnesty fall far short of
ble individuals who wait years to receive
Branch need to take control of the
meeting our country's need ever-growing problem of illegal
their visas. The legal process is mocked
by those who so easily cross the border
to fight the crime of illegal immigration and learn to deter,
and are immediately able to find a job
apprehend, and remove individuimmigration. "
with benefits.
als living within our nation's borders unlawfully. Several steps
Our government's methods of deportation, temporary workers programs, and amnesty fall far short that can be taken include closing the loopholes that allow for
of meeting our country's need to fight the crime of illegal illegal immigrants to pass through the border safely through
immigration. As the population of aliens crossing the U.S. various means, eliminating incentives, increasing penalty
border swells, the number of deportations is in reality falling. severity for violating immigration law, invest in expanding
In 2003, there were only 186,151 deportations with an aver- the personnel force who combat illegal immigration, and
age of 800,000 illegal aliens arriving in the United States. coordinating the efforts of government agencies with better
The border patrol is currently unable to handle such a great technology to fight the war to save our nation's soil. If you are
a concerned citizen who desires to take action against illegal
influx of immigrants.
The temporary workers program matches an illegal alien immigration, please visit www.fairus.org or email James
with an employer who is willing to give him a job. This pro- McDonald of Virginian Coalition for Immigration Reform
gram does nothing short of rewarding those who have (VCIR) at jgmcd45@netscape.net
escaped justice. In place of punishment, our government
hands out incentives and encourages other aliens to do the
Contact Krisite at klrutzel@liberty.edu

The ACLU Holds a Convention

NOW HIRING
JOBS FOR LU STUDENTS & STAFF!
MINISTRY PHONE CALLS
PART-TIME •- CUSTOMER SERVICE
InService America works with some
of the largest national television & radio
ministries and non-profit organizations.
You must have great speaking voice,
type 25 wpm, good working history and
be comfortable in a faith-based environment.
Inbound- $8.50/hr. Answer ministry order
calls and pray with customers.
Outtoouhd-$9.(K)/hr.; Place calls to customers for
fundraising for non-profit organizations.
If these positions sound right for you, please call
316-7419 and indicate which position you are interested
in applying for or complete an application at 129 Vista
Centre Dr. in Forest, VA. Orientation is usually held
on Monday at 5pra.

The

Dining &
Reception Hall
(Wedding* & S/foctpiion,*

434.993.247S
All-glass Water-view
Reception Rooms
large Canopied Deck
Picturesque Pond
50 - 250 person capacity |
10 Minutes from Lynchbut

Cell phone use can cause
avoidable accidents
In 2003, in
the United
States alone,
there were 6.3
million car
accidents.
From those
accidents
there were
2.9 million
injuries and
heatherspear
4 2 , 6 4 3
deaths. These
numbers represent a huge problem in America.
Many of these could have been prevented were
it for more cautious driving and the elimination
of cell phone usage while driving.
Some factors involved in car accidents are
sleep deprivation, speeding, and ignorance of
traffic laws. However, The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration estimates that
driver distraction is a contributing cause of 20
percent to 30 percent of all motor vehicle crashes—or 1.2 million accidents. One researcher has
estimated that driver inattention may cause as
many as 10,000 deaths each year and approximately $40 billion in damages. Passengers,
radios, CD players, emotional conditions, food,
and cell phones are the principal distractions in
car accidents.
As technology advances, cell phones have
become more complicated. Cell phones now
have options such as cameras and internet.
Technology will continue to invent distractions
for drivers, while researchers continue developing and inventing many new options such as
hands-free choices (speaker phones), and voice
activated dialing to increase driver attentiveness. "Compared with other factors in motor
vehicle crashes, such as alcohol or seatbelts,

wireless phone use is difficult to detect.
Investigators often must rely on witnesses or
self-reporting to determine whether a cell phone
was in use at the time of the crash" (National
Conference of State Legislatures). Even with all
the advances in technology to help increase ease
of use for the driver, it is hard to determine just
how much of a distraction cell phones are. With
the difficulty of obtaining straightforward, concrete cell phone data, it is difficult to establish
whether the matter of cell phones as a distraction is fabricated, or severely underestimated.
During the next few years researchers are
going to work closely with investigators and law
enforcement to better understand how to
reduce, as well as avoid, accidents involving cell
phone use (National Conference of State
Legislatures). Due to the extremely large number of accidents involving serious injuries and
deaths, many states have passed laws limiting,
and tightening, the freedom cell phone users
have. Seventeen states have passed laws involving the use of cell phones while driving. Five
states allow localities to ban cell phone use, and
ten states limit the use of cell phones by
teenagers (Insurance Institute for Higher Safety
)•
At this point, Virginia has no laws restricting,
or limiting, the use of cell phones while driving.
Taking sides is irrelevant in this matter, because
lives are at stake. With automobile crashes as
the highest killer of teens (Weekly Reader Corp.
), students need to be reminded of the extremely powerful potential vehicles have. Extreme
power requires extreme responsibility. In some
cases this may require purchasing a cell phone
with voicemail.
Contact Heather at hfliarp@liberty.edu
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Aviation department soars with FAA accreditation
approved. We will also be able to compete
for Virginia and other government conNKWSRKPORTER
tracts. Now flight instruction and stanThe Liberty University Aviation dardization will be totally controlled by
Department is receiving accreditation LU," Rogers said.
from
the
Federal
Aviation
Students can use their experience in
Administration (FAA).
the aviation program at Liberty to pursue
There are currently n o students a profession in commercial aviation, milenrolled in the program and with itary aviation or in the mission field as a
increasing student interest. The most missionary pilot.
exciting and promising addition to the
"The job market for pilots has opened
aviation program, however, is FAA up in all areas except the major airlines
accreditation. On Sept. 23 the FAA certi- that are having financial problems,"
fication was awarded to the Aviation Rogers said.
department, and accepted by Aviation
The Aviation Department's mission
Chairman Ernie Rogers.
statement shows great dedication to proThough it was a long process, consist- viding the best training for aviation
ing of a year of meetings, published fed- majors, saying its mission is to "train and
eral aviation flight school regulations, a mentor young men and women to
review of program curriculum and an in- become exceptional pilots who possess
flight check with the chairman, FAA excellent flying skills, sound judgment,
accreditation will allow for many new professionalism and strong Christian
opportunities that are beneficial to me character."
"We have come a long way. We now
aviation program.
have
the FAA mechanics school in full
"This accreditation will allow us to proswing,
which began with the first class in
mote and advertise that we are FAA
By Chelsea Franklin

COLT FREEMAN

Up, up and away — A student works with a flight simulator.

August. Now pilots going into missionary aviation must get their mechanic's
license. All three concentrations get a
commercial license with an instrument
rating. Commercial concentration students also get multiengine and certified
instructor ratings," Rogers said.
"Since aviation has been changed from
a minor to a major, I have seen a big difference in the amount of students interested in the program. In addition, I have
seen a growing number of students with a
greater desire and passion to fly and really make a difference for God with an aviation career," aviation major Christa
BeDell said. Rogers hopes that this student interest will continue to grow every
year.
"We plan to bring in 50 new student
pilots each year. In the years to come, we
also want to offer elective courses in glider aircraft, tail wheel aircraft and helicopters," Rogers said.
Contact Chelsea Franklin
Cnfranklin@liberty.edu
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calls can be free.
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Now,
when people are wasting your time, they're not wasting your money.

Unlimited CALL ME Minutes
FRE;E Incoming Text Messages
• FREE Incoming Picture Messaging
Pius, ask about:
* AOL" Instant Messenger™ service-FREE Trial
• Unlimited Nights & Weekends starting at 7 p.m.

.,l
III

TUSC.COM
1~888-BUY~USCC

SCellular
n w*

Offer valid on two-year service agreement on local arid leujonai plans ol $39.96 or higher All service agreements subject to an early termination let'. Credit approval required. $30 activation lee. $15 equipment change toe. Roaming charges, lees,
surcharges, overage charges and taxes apply. W 'W Regulatory Cost Recovery Fee applies. Tills Is not a tax or govemment-requiredcliaige. Local network coverage and reliability may vaiy. Usage rounded up to Hie nexl M l minute. Use ol service uaistitutes, acceptance ul uur terms and conditions. Unlimited Night and Weekend Minutes valid Moi Klay U n ougii Friday 7:00 pin. to 6:59 a.m. and all day Saturday and Sunday. Night and Weekend Minutes are available in local calling area
only. Local catling area drlters from national calliiH area. Unlimited CALL MP"Minutes are not deducted from package minutes and are only available when receiving calls In your local calling area. Local calling area differs from national calling
area Mobile Messaging: Users must be in Iheir digital local calling aiea lor service to work. Functionality may depend on other carrier's networks and phones. U.S. Cellular does not guarantee message delivery or timeliness. iSO-cluracter limit
per message lor text messaging IIS. Cellular not responsible tor content ol messages. A charge ol 10s per outgoing message applies it no messaging package is selected or existing package limit Is exceeded. By using U S. Callular's Mobile
Messaging you agree to be hound by all terms and conditions viewable at wvvw.usceDutar.corii/Messagingteiins. Picture Messaging only available in easyedge* coverage area (see rate and map sheet lor details). Vbu may be charged lor picture
messages sent from your phone, even if not delivered to Hie intended recipient due to system or compatibility Issues. You will not be cttarged for picture messages sent to your phone. U.S. Cellular is not responsible lor content ot pictures, easycdye
is tire pioprictaiy maik ol lliated Slates Celkilai Corporation. Use ol Die AOL* Instant Messenger * service mobile application requites easyedgo data services. The AOL" Instant Messenger" service Free Trial shall not exceed more than one full
day's time. Other restiictloiis apply. See store Iw details. Limited lime offer. ©2005 U.S.CeHular Corporation. © 2005 Del Jam Mobile and AG Interactive are trademarks and service marks el their respective owners. All rights reserved
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Running Brothers

The Playbook

Josh and Jordan
McDougal take
BSC cross country
by storm.

The best college
football players
youVe never
heard of.
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OH, SO CLOSE
By Adam Trent
SPORTS REPORTER

Liberty Flames football fell on
Saturday night, in a heartbreaking
27-21 triple-overtime loss to 14thranked Coastal Carolina.
Liberty got out to a 7-0 lead in the
first quarter, as a fumble was recovered within Coastal Carolina's red
zone. Flames running back Zach
Terrel got the ball within the 10yard line, setting up a first-andgoal, then quarterback Brock Farrel
ran it into the end zone for a touchdown. Kicker Zacry Kolegue made
the extra point. Liberty maintained
its 7-0 lead through the end of the
first quarter.
Towards the end of the second
quarter, the Chanticleers got within
Liberty's 10 after quarterback Tyler
Thigpen passed to wide receiver
Chris Noble to set up their own
first-and-goal.
After an incomplete pass, it was
soon third and goal with just two
seconds left in the half, forcing the
I Chanticleers to kick a field goal.
The kick was punched straight
through the goal posts as time
expired, with Liberty still leading 7»' 3.
In the third quarter, a pass inter: ference call went against the
Flames, giving the Chanticleers an
automatic first down.
Coastal
Carolina took advantage of this
I opportunity, and after being unable
! to convert on the next three plays,
] they settled for a 17-yard field goal
by kicker Josh Hoke.
On the following drive, Liberty
got to first-and-goal on the 8-yard
line as Farrel completed a pass to
Terrell.
After two sacks, it was
third and goal on the 16 and the
Flames were forced to attempt a 34yard field goal. History repeated
itself, and the attempt hit the
upright and gravity brought it back
down to earth, but Liberty still
ended the third quarter still leading,
7-6.
In the fourth quarter, things
began to heat up quickly. On 2nd
and 18 with the ball well inside
Flames territory, Farrel made a long
pass to wide receiver Lauren
Williams who ran it into the end
zone for a touchdown. The extra
point attempt was good, and Liberty
increased its lead to 14-6.
The Chanticleers, however, were
not going to give up. Thigpen
passed to wide receiver Jerome

Hockey falls
back to back
By Scott LaPeer
SPORTS REPORTER

The University of Miami
Ohio paid a visit to Roanoke to
take on Liberty, with a twogame sweep of the Flames
secured.
Friday night saw Miami
jump out to a quick 2-0, first
period lead as the Red Hawks
found success in odd-man
rushes.
The rest of the match was a
give and take battle between
the two teams that wound up
in a 5-4 victory for the Red
Hawks.
"Miami Ohio is a very
skilled, hard working, and
disciplined team. They were
well coached and did a good
job of avoiding a lot of the
chippy stuff. I thought we
played better as the game
went on, made some smart
plays, and our power play
was a nice surprise as well,"
Cooney said.
Saturday night, the Flames
struggled to generate their
offensive opportunities. For
the second night in a row
Miami out shout Liberty and,
in spite of sophomore goalie
Mike Binnie's commendable
efforts, the Red Hawks found
their openings in the 4-1
defeat. Gelinas scored the
lone Liberty goal on an assist
from Kemp, giving him a
total of three for the weekend, but it was of little consoCOLT FREEMAN
lation as the Flames lost two
GETTING CLOSER ALL THE TIME — Zach Terrell and the Flames fought for four quarters and three overtimes to defeat number 14 Coastal Carolina, straight
regular season
but the effort was not quite enough. Regardless, the Flames gave the strongest showing fans have seen for the past seven games.
games for the first time in
two seasons.
On fourth-and-goal, with the ball already unique had another twist
Simpson, but it tipped off his finWith only the top four
gers into the arms of wide receiver on the one-yard line, Farrel rushed added, as the ball hit off an upright, teams from each conference
Santini Washington, for a 55-yard up the middle and into the end zone giving the Flames a chance to win.
qualifying for the ACHA
completion. Coastal Carolina full- for a touchdown. The extra point
In three plays, Liberty was only national tournament in
back Aundres Perkins then ran the kick was good, and the game was able to advance the ball one yard, March, every game against
ball through the middle for a touch- tied again at 21-21, with 33 seconds forcing them to attempt a 42-yard conference opponents cardown. Instead of kicking for an left in regulation play.
field goal. The ball did not get much ries considerable weight.
extra point, the Chanticleers went
Coastal failed to score on the final lift off the kick, and fell short of the
"Losing two games like this
for a two-point conversion.
drive in regulation, sending the goal posts, sending the game in to really humbles us as a team.
its second overtime.
At first, it looked like Noble was game into overtime.
It makes us realize that we're
In the second overtime, Liberty not invincible and we can't
going to be stopped after receiving
In the first overtime, the
Thigpen's pass, but he stretched his Chanticleers had the first posses- took the first possession. Farrel just come in to our home
arms out and the ball broke the sion. After a Thigpen pass to gained a yard for second and nine, rink and walk all over everyplane, knotting the score at 14-14. Simpson was broken up by corner- and then passed to wide receiver one," sophomore forward
Liberty failed to score on its next back Patrick Calvary, running back Wynton Jackson. Jackson fumbled Jay Pagett said.
drive, and Coastal Carolina took Patrick Hall received the ball and and Coastal Carolina recovered.
Liberty will now look to readvantage.
attempted to rush, but was stopped
However, the Flames defense
gear
for next weekend's
stood strong and Coastal was forced
Thigpen made another long pass, short by saftey C.J. Moore.
games against the University
this time Simpson caught it and ran
On 3rd and 13, Thigpen threw a to attempt a 47-yard field goal that
of Pittsburgh.
into the end zone for a touchdown. pass to Simpson that was broken up sailed wide, and the game went into
The extra point attempt was good, by cornerback Jared Brogden, forc- triple overtime.
Contact Scott LaPeer at
and the Flames received the ball for ing the Chanticleers to attempt a 45
cslapeer@liberty.edu.
their final drive in regulation.
yard field goal. A game that was
Please see FOOTBALL, page B3

Golf wins first tournament since 2004
By Andrew Stevens
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Playing in their only home
tournament of the season,
Liberty's golf team used
some late heroics to win the
inaugural Frank Landrey
Invitational, at the Poplar
Grove Golf Course in
Amherst, Va. last Tuesday.

Life
At

Liberty
Womens Soccer
vs. Coastal Carolina,

Sat. 7 p.m.

The two-day tournament
also marked two pretty special days for Liberty's Head
Golf Coach Jeff Thomas.
Thomas' wife Heidi gave
birth to the couple's second
child late Monday evening
and Thomas celebrated a
birthday on Tuesday, along
with his team's first victory
since March of 2004.
After starting the second
day of play with a 12-stroke
lead over the University of
Maryland, the Flames saw
that lead shrink to one stroke
after nine holes.
"Our guys struggled a bit
with the winds on Tuesday,"
said Flames Assistant Coach
Eric "Static" Klinger, as he's
playfully referred to by his
players. "We just made sure
that each of our five guys
knew that we were right in
the tournament and they
needed to play hard on the
back nine, and they respond-

ed with some great scores."
With Thomas splitting
time between the golf course
and the hospital to attend to
his wife, Klinger played an
important role in helping his
players keep their composure after their lead began to
disappear.
"I just tried to remind our
guys how well they had been
playing the last few weeks,"
said Klinger. "Coach Thomas
and I have a lot of confidence
in the team and we knew
they could easily play strong
on the back nine and win."
With Maryland nipping at
their heels and Klinger's
words in their heads, the
Flames came to life on the
back nine. Sparked by Peter
Hong's 31 over the last nine
to go along with Parker
McKoy's birdies on the last
three holes, the Flames were
able to hold on for a 10-stroke
victory over Maryland, who

was ranked first in the district at the time.
"I'm
ecstatic,"
said
Thomas. "This has been a
pretty special couple of days.
The way our guys played on
the back nine was impressive. I'm really proud of the
way our kids stepped up
when we needed them, too."
Liberty finished the 54hole event with a 15-over-par
879 (289-291-299), while
Maryland
(304-288-297)
and George Mason (300296-293) finished tied for
second with a 25-over-par
889. Towson finished fourth
out of 10 teams as the Tigers
carded the best round on the
final day with an even-par
288 to finish the tournament
at 36-over-par 900 (304308-288).
The Flames were led in
individual scoring by Hong
who finished with a twoover-par 218 for the tourna-

ment. Andrew Turner finished behind Hong in fifth
place with a three-over-par
219. Finishing in sixth place
for the Flames was Nathan
Schenz-Davis who shot a
four-over-par 220. Tied for
29th place was McKoy who
shot a 17-over-par 233, and
tied for 35th place was Jay

Calvo who shot a 19-over-par
235The Flames will be back in
action on October 24 and 25
as they travel to Concord,
N.C., to play in the 49er
Classic.
Conact Andrew Stevens at
sastevens@liberty.edu.

PHOTO PKOVIDKD

GOLF TEAM — Front row, from left to right, Nathan Schenz-Davis, Jay Calvo.
Back row, Parker McKoy, Andrew Turner, Peter Hong, and assistant coach Eric
Klinger.
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LU Goes Fishin': tournament team tops N.C. State
By Megan Joiner

ks--'

SPORTS EDITOR

A N D R E
As the Heisman Trophy
race heats up with guys
like Matt Leinart, Reggie
Bush, Vince Young and
Brady Quinn, I would like
to point out a few players
who are quietly having fantastic seasons. While none
of these guys may be
household names, they are
certainly worth keeping an
eye on.
Brett Basanez, QB,
Northwestern — Do
yourself a favor and watch
this guy play. This senior
gunslinger has already
thrown for 2,181 yards
with just one interception
this season, and he currently ranks sixth in the
nation in passing yards.
Basanez torched Big Ten
title contender Wisconsin
for 361 yards and three
touchdowns en route to a
51-48 upset of the Badgers
a few weeks ago. If this kid
played for a legitimate
national
championship
contender he would easily
be in the hunt for the
Heisman Trophy.
Chris Barclay, RB,
Wake Forest — Playing
in the shadows of Virginia
Tech, Miami and Florida
State in the ACC is never
easy. However, this senior
has managed to rush for
over 1,000 yards two out of
the last three seasons, and
he is on pace to do that
again this year. After missing Wake's first game of
the season, Barclay has
racked up almost 800
yards in the last seven
games, and currently leads
the ACC in rushing yards.
Mike
Hass
WR,
Oregon State — This
senior wide out currently
leads the nation in receiving yards with 1,047, and
has had over 150 yards
receiving in six of the
Beavers seven games this
season. After finishing last
season with 86 catches for
1.379 yards, he's well on
pace to exceed those numbers this season. Too bad
USC also plays in the Pac10.

Steve Slayton RB,
West Virginia—All truefreshman Steve Slayton
did two weeks ago in the
Mountaineer's
46-44
comeback
win
over
Louisville was rush for five

touchdowns and catch
another in the second half
and overtime, setting a
new WVU record in the
process. While Slayton has
only rushed for 459 yards
this season, he is averaging
a ridiculous 6.1 yards per
carry. It's no coincidence
that Slayton has rushed for
over 130 yards in the two
games he's started this
season.
Cody Hodges, QB,
Texas Tech — Playing in
Mike Leach's wide open
offense,
Hodges
has
thrown for 2,830 yards in
just seven games and currently has the Red Raiders
at 6-1 ranked 17th in the
country.
After
last
Saturday's 52-17 drubbing
at the hands of Texas,
Hodges' stock may drop a
little, but this kid can still
play.
Mathias
Kiwanuka
DE, Boston College —
The ACC's pre-season
Player of the Year has
racked up 23 tackles, 4.5
tackles-for-loss, 3.5 sacks
and a forced fumble.
Kiwanuka is also a semifinalist for this year's
Lombardi Award and currently has his Eagle's sitting at 6-1 and ranked 11th
in the nation. This big
fella' is a major reason why
BC is still in the thick of
the ACC title hunt.
Brody Croyle QB,
Alabama — This senior
and devout Christian has
had to battle injury problems his whole career, with
the weight of trying to
restore the Crimson Tide
to national prominence on
his shoulders. Through
seven games he's thrown
for over 1,500 yards and
nine touchdowns, with just
two interceptions, while
completing 60 percent of
his passes. With the
Crimson Tide currently 7o and ranked fifth in the
country, Croyle has the
opportunity to add his
name to the long list of legends who have worn the
crimson
and
white.
Growing up on his parents'
ranch for orphans, Croyle
knows a thing or two about
being a teammate.

The LU Huntin' and
Fishin' Club went head to
head in a bass tournament
with N.C. State early
Saturday morning and
trolled away with a victory.
The Liberty team, comprised of Huntin' and
Fishin' Club members
Patrick Allen,
Timmy
Blankenship,
Chris
Graham,
and
Tony
Jennings, weighed in at
25.7 pounds. N.C. State
weighed in at 12.8 pounds.
The tournament began on
Smith Mt. Lake at 7 a.m.
and the weigh in time was
at 2 p.m. Each boat could
catch a maximum of five
bass from 12 to 14 inches,
and a maximum of five bass
over 14 inches.
"It was a fun day just to
be out there fishing. The
lake
was
beautiful,"
Blankenship, a sophomore
from Tennessee, said.
The academic advisor for
N.C. State's "Bass Pack"
contacted LU Huntin' and
Fishin' president Travis
Baggett during the summer
and challenged Liberty's
club to a tournament.
Baggett accepted the challenge and began planning
for the tournament right
away. Local pro angler
David Dudley had already
agreed
to endorse
Liberty's club, so Baggett
contacted him for assis-

tance. Since Dudley is a
seasoned professional, he
was able to answer all of
Baggett's questions and
also helped out with getting
Liberty's team a few boats.
By Saturday's tournament,
the Liberty team was being
driven
by
co-anglers
Dudley, Jacob Powroznik,
Jerry Skinner and John
Woodroof.
"This tournament against
N.C. State, for bragging
rights only, was the most
basic tournament
that
you could ask for, yet it still
took a few months to
organize. Since we were
hosting the tournament, I
had to make sure everything
was clearly
explained, properly setup
and running smoothly,"
Baggett said.
Although the fishing was
not as good as the team
expected, the guys were
still excited about walking
away with the win.
"It was definitely exciting
to go and represent our
school
in
something
Liberty has never done
before," said Allen, a senior
from Georgia.
"The fishing was slow,
but steady. We pulled in
about 15 bass, but had to
work for them around the
docks. It was a calm day, so
that helped out, but a lot of
people fish the lake, so they
are used to having lures
dropped in front of their

faces," Graham, a
senior
from
Ontario, said.
"We just had to
finesse
them,"
Dudley added.
"The water is
starting to cool
off, and the fish
aren't being as
aggressive. It is
one
of
those
things where they
have to eat, but
you just have to
figure out when
and what they
want," Jennings, a
junior
from
Georgia, said.
As of right now,
Liberty does not
compete in a conference,
but
Baggett hopes that
will soon change.
There are several
different tournament tours open
to
collegiate
PHOTO PROVIDED
teams, but Liberty
PATIENCE- - Senior Patrick Allen stands waiting
will most likely
for the big one to bite.
join the Collegiate
A n g l e r s
giate tournament in the
Scholarship Tour. CAST
U.S.
provides fishing teams the
"Nothing gets done by
opportunity to compete on
just sitting around and
a national tour for scholarwondering what could hapship money.
pen, so right now I am tryHolding to Dr. Jerry ing to get all the club memFalwell's idea of "If it's bers to catch the vision,"
Christian, it should be bet- Baggett said. "I have been
ter," Baggett and the LU networking with several
Huntin' and Fishin' is seek- leaders in the fishing
ing to host the largest colle- industry to plan a tournament that is unparallel to
any other. We also have
contacts with' people from
ESPN, so were hoping to
get this tournament televised as well."
Future tournament plans
will depend on whether or
not Liberty joins CAST.
Baggett says even if Liberty
does not become a part of
an official tour, the club
will still compete in local
tournaments.
Liberty is also looking to
become sponsored in the
near future. .
"Local businesses will
probably sponsor us first,
but to grab the attention of
the fishing industry leaders
we must establish ourselves
by fishing a few more tournaments," Baggett said.
With a future as bright as
a chartreuse pepper trick
worm, establishing LU
Huntin' and Fishin' as a
tournament
competitor
should not be too difficult.
PHOTO PROVIDED

Contact Andrew Stevens
at sastevens@liberty.edu.
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AUTUMN SPECIAL

TEAMWORK — LU Huntin' and Fishin' team, front row from left, Chris Graham, Timmy Blankenship, Patrick Allen,
Tony Jennings. Pro anglers, back row, David Dudley, Jacob Powroznik, Jerry Skinner, and LU Huntin'and Fishin'
President Travis Baggett.

Contact Megan Joiner at
mkjoiner@liberty.edu.
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Men's soccer topples undefeated Radford
ByCJKrasyk
SPORTS RWORTKR

Wednesday night the Liberty
Flames men's soccer team got a huge
win over the Radford University
Highlanders, 3-0. Radford came in
undefeated in conference play and
alone at the top of the standings, with
a chance to win the regular season
conference crown. The Flames had
completely different ideas though.
The Flames survived a furious
onslaught with five minutes to go in
thefirsthalf. With the sun in his eyes,
senior goalkeeper Kevin Mahan misplayed a ball but luckily it was kicked
out forcing a corner lack for Radford.
The next three minutes contained
two more corners and a throw-in.
Radford was unable to capitalize and
the game went to halftime tied 0-0.
Liberty came out after the half with
a new passion and a fiery attack.
Coach Jeff Alder told his guys at the
half that even though there were a
couple of break downs, we weathered
the storm.
"They were revved up because they
knew we did not have the best first
half we have played all year, but they
felt *hey we got it to nil-nil at halftime,'

said Alder. We made a few mistakes in
the backfield but we did not give anything away."
Osei Telesford, a senior from San
Juan, Trinidad, found the back of the
net off a corner kick by Adrian
Bumbutt, a junior from Zalau,
Romania, 47 seconds into the second
half.
The Flames would double their lead
at the 60th minute. Kyle Cupid, a
sophomore
from
Edinburgh,
Trinidad, scored off of a pass from
Toby Lewis, a sophomore from
Morrison, Colo. Telesford would cap
off the evening with a header off of a
Bumbutt corner kick in the 75th
minute.
Alder said that this a huge win
and a momentum swinger.
"It was a really big win," said
Alder. "I think that it is going to
swing momentum and it could be
one of those things that changes
our season."
He was also pleased with the
guts and character that his players
showed.
"That (Radford) is one of the top
teams we have seen all year. Not
just in the (Big South) conference,
but all year," said Alder. "For us to
get a win like that, I thought

showed a lot of guts and character."
Alder and the Flames now must
focus their attention on the number
two ranked Cavaliers of the University
of Virginia.
"We need to build on this as we go
to UVa (Virginia), who is number two
in the country, and try to shock the
world," said Alder.
He is not worried about a mental
letdown though.
"It is one of those games that you
come to college to play. Where you are
in a big time environment, there will
probably be 2,500-3,000 people
there. I am not worried at all about
our guys letting down, if anything I
think we have gained some confidence because we have proven we can
beat a good team."
Alder did admit that it is a
daunting task that faces them.
"Now UVa is a game where we are
going to have to do everything
right and at the end of the day see,
if the score board is in our favor or
not," said Alder. "But we want to
stay true to our mission, where we
are going to compete hard
between the lines, at the end of the
day we are going to say, 'hey, let us
tell you about our Jesus."

You win some, you lose some

Liberty was out shot on the evening
19-10 and lost the edge in the corner
kicks 8-4. With the win, Liberty
improves to 2-1-1 in Big South play
and 4-6-2 overall. Radford drops to 51-0 in conference play and 8-4-0 overall.

Contact
CJ
Krasyk
cfkrasyk@liberty.edu.

TAKING OUT THE GIANT — Radford was undefeated in conference play before Liberty's men
defeated them Wednesday, 3-0.

Football goes to triple overtime
line for third and goal. Then a
false start was called against
the Flames, and the ball was
After four plays, Perkins ran moved back for third and goal
through the middle for a touch- on the five. Terrel, under presdown. Thigpen's pass was sure, threw a pass into the end
incomplete, giving the Flames zone that was intercepted by
Coastal
Carolina
safety
possession.
After an incomplete pass, Quinton Teal, ending the
Farrel found Turner who took game.
"Good football teams make
the ball to the nine yard line for
things
happen," said Karcher.
first-and-goal. Terrel then
"Coastal
keeps coming back
rushed up the middle to the
and
beating
people. That is
one for second and goal.
why
they're
7-1.
We had our
Farrel attempted to punch
chances.
Youth
and
inexperithrough, but fell short and the
ence
is
a
bit
of
the
puzzle,
but I
ball was inside the one-yard

SPORTS REPORTER
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ADAM BISHOP

Continued from page B1
By Adam Trent

The Lady Flames volleyball
went 2-2 at home in conference play the past two weeks,
falling to UNC-Asheville and
Coastal Carolina and defeating Birmingham-Southern
and Charleston Southern.
On Friday, Oct. 14, Liberty
hosted UNC-Asheville, the
first time the Lady Flames
have faced the Bulldogs since
upsetting them last year in the
first round of the conference
tournament.
In the first game, the Lady
Flames opened an early lead
and never looked back to take
game one, 30-21. Game two
was a tighter contest, but
UNC-Asheville was able to
win 30-26. Game three started out tight but Liberty pulled
ahead and won 30-21.
The Lady Flames attempted
to close things out in game
four, but the Bulldogs fought
hard and won 30-24.
In game five, the Bulldogs
were able to open an early
lead and were able to take it
15-11 for the match.
On Saturday, Oct. 15, the
Lady Flames hosted the
Panthers of BirminghamSouthern, and looked to take
care of business, quickly taking game one 30-14. In game
two, Liberty's young squad
"relaxed and BirminghamSouthern took full advantage,
jumping out to a quick lead
and winning 30-18.
After intermission, the Lady
Flames came out of the locker

Liberty fell to #2 University of
Virginia on Saturday night, 2-0.

am not going to make excuses."
After the game, players,
coaches, cheerleaders and
some fans from both teams
knelt and prayed in the center
of the field.
"I'm committed to using
sports to build lives," said
Karcher. "I had one kid frofn
Coastal Carolina come up to
me and thank me for praying.
If a young man's life from
Coastal gets changed, and we
had to lose the game, then that
is a win."
Contact Adam Trent at
jatrent @liberty.edu.

COLT FREEMAN

PEP TALK — Head volleyball coach Shane Pinder gives the team a pep talk
between matches.

room fired up, and Liberty
took game three 30-20. In
game four, the Lady Flames
got off to a huge 18-4 lead, but
the Panthers clawed their way
back into the game before
Liberty finished them off, 3023This past Friday, Liberty
hosted Charleston Southern, a
team looking for revenge after
Liberty downed them 3-1 at
the CSU field house two weeks
earlier. However, the Lady
Flames came out strong, taking game one 30-22.
In game two, Liberty did not
let up and was able to cruise to
a 30-16 victory. The Lady
Buccaneers would deny the
Lady Flames their first shutout as they won game three,
30-20. In game four, Liberty
and Charleston Southern battled hard, but the Lady Flames
were able to win 30-27 for the
match.
After winning their last two
home matches, the Lady
Flames welcomed the Coastal
Carolina Chanticleers to the
Vines Center, anticipating a
chance at vengeance after
Coastal Carolina swept
Liberty 3-0 just two weeks
earlier. The Chanticleers had
other ideas, as they took game
one 30-13.
In game two, the Lady
l^lames were up 16-9, but the
more experienced Chanticleers
were able to fight back and
win, 30-26.
In
game
three, neither team was able
to get much of a lead, but
COLT FREEMAN
experience won over youth
SPIKE — The Flames went 2-2 in a
and the Chanticleers complethome series over the past two weeked another shut-out victory
ends.
over Liberty with a 31-29 win.
"In two and three, we need-

ed to pass the ball better and
stay in system to better run
the offense," said Head Coach
Shane Pinder. "Intightgames,
it comes down to your outside
hitters being able to put the
ball away. We're young in
both of those positions. We
will use it as a learning situation and move on."
The Lady Flames take a
break from conference action
tonight as they travel to
Richmond to take on the Rams
of Virginia Commonwealth
University at 7 p.m. Last year
and in the spring, Liberty
defeated VCU, but the team is
expecting a challenge.
"At VCU, it's hard to tell,"
said Pinder. "We played them
in the spring and beat them,
but they went out and recruited 4 or 5 international players,
so they are not the same team
we faced in the spring. We
just got to get there, control
the ball, and see what we can
do against them."
After VCU, the Lady Flames
return to conference action on
the road, traveling first to
High Point on Friday for a 7
p.m. match followed by a 2
p.m. match against Winthrop
on Saturday. The match
against High Point is critical,
as a win would give the Lady
Flames soul possession of
fourth place in the Big South
conference, giving them a
chance to host a first-round
conference tournament game
in the Vines Center.

Contact Adam Trent at
jatrent@liberty.edu.

Available tor a
mited time only at
ratine restaurants.

Located on Fort Ave. next to
CVS, IHOP is open U hours,
7 days per week!
liberty Students 50% off all
entrees with student ID
Every Tuesday and Thursday
(i am-12 am
(offer excludes drinks)
NOW HIRING
Come hungry, leave happy.
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Women's soccer wins 100th game
ByJoshVelilla
SPORTS KKPORTKK

In their seventh Big
South match of the season,
the Lady Flames faced the

VMI Keydets at 7 p.m.
Tuesday night at Liberty
Field. With a game-time
temperature of 75 degrees,
the Flames fought their
way to their sixth victory of

GETTING PHYSICAL — Liberty fought hard for the 100th victory in women's
soccer program history. It was the 67th victory of head coach James Price's
Liberty career.

the season and the 100th
victory of the program, 67
of which came under the
direction of Head Coach
James Price.
"That's good I guess,"
said Price. "It's just numbers. I don't know if it
means a lot, but it's not a
big thing for us. It's more
important that we got a
win in the conference for
this season. Although it
wasn't the most convincing
win and probably not our
best game of the season, it
was still good to get a win."
The Flames came out firing all cylinders in the first
half, scoring their first goal
only 26 seconds into the
game when forward Kristin
Faxon made a cross to
defender Rachel Hetrick
who put the ball in the net
to score her first goal of the
season.
"I don't know what got
into me ... Faxon had a
wonderful cross. It came
across the goal-mouth and
my defender was in front of

me, and I said to myself 'I
just have to get in front of
this ball.'"
Though the majority of
the first half was played in
the Keydets' territory, the
Flames were patchy for the
rest of the first half, and
eventually gave up the
tying goal with 27 seconds
remaining in the half. VMI
leading
scorer
Alexa
Bernas headed in a corner
kick by Megan Strand to
score her 14th goal of the
season and end the half at
an even 1-1 tie.
Though the only goals
were scored within the first
and last 30 seconds of the
half, the rest of the half
was full of opportunities
for both teams. •
In the second half,
Liberty nearly repeated
their first half start with
Kristin Faxon barely missing a shot 1:30 into the
half, then barely missing
again less than a minute
later. Faxon was the
unsung leader of the game,

creating multiple opportunities and quarterbacking
the offense for most of the
evening.
"She
was
excellent
today," Price Said. "She
was probably our best player. She worked really hard.
That's what you get from
Kristen. She's not the trickiest player or the most
skillful player, but she
works extremely hard
every day in practice and in
the games. She had an
excellent game today, and
made both goals happen."
The game-winning goal
was scored at 23:07 by
Amy Oberlin, who headed
in a corner kick by Alaina
Hohnarth, a substitute
placed into the game only
seven seconds prior to the
goal.
The Flames were under
near-constant pressure for
the remainder of the game
as the VMI Keydets pushed
their ranks forward to create more offensive opportunities. "I didn't want

another first half goal,"
said co-captain goalkeeper
Sonia Rodriguez, referring
to the first half ending goal
by VMI. "Knowing that
they could score at any
time, I was nervous and I
was praying."
Liberty was able to hold
off the surge and clinch the
victory, their third Big
South victory of the season.
The Flames will travel to
hours on Saturday to face
the Birmingham Southern
Panthers, who are tied with
the Flames for fifth place
in the conference with six
points.
Contact Josh Velilla at
jpvelilla@liberty.edu.

Feenstra returns to campus after stellar WNBA season
By Adam Trent
SPORTS REPORTER

Some people may have noticed a
familiar face towering above them
this semester. Katie Feenstra, the
former 6'8" center for the Lady
Flames basketball
team and current
center
on
the
WNBA's
San
Antonio
Silver
Stars is back on
campus to finish
her degree in physical education. She
will graduate in
FEENSTRA December.
Feenstra did not
return to campus alone. With her is
Assistant Coach Sandy Brondello, a
four-time Olympian on Australia's
national team.
"I have been very blessed to have
Sandy here in Lynchburg helping me
to improve. Hopefully along the road
I can pick up a few things and be a
good player for San Antonio," said
Feenstra.
After averaging 8.8 points and 5.15
rebounds per game, coming in second for Rookie of the Year to Temeka
Johnson, a guard for the Washington

Mystics, some may wonder how
much more improvement this new
WNBA star needs.
"I don't know if I'm a star player,"
said Feenstra. "In San Antonio, there
are a lot of players with a lot of experience that I look up to. They have
been playing basketball for a long
time. Coming in as a rookie, I had a
lot to learn and I still do. You can
compare the NCAA to the WNBA a
little bit, but in the WNBA everything is a lot faster, not just the pace.
Screens are set faster, passes are
quicker, and you have to be ready to
play at all moments."
One thing that has not changed is
her friendship with former competitors, now teammates.
Feenstra
played
against
fellow
center
Chantelle Anderson when Liberty
faced Vanderbilt in the first round of
the 2003 NCAA Tournament.
Another teammate, Kendra Wecker,
was forced to watch from the sidelines with an ankle injury last year as
Feenstra and the Lady Flames
snapped then number 17 Kansas
State's 35 home game winning streak
to win the Bank of Commerce
Wildcat Classic.
"We do not talk about anything but
the present because we are team-

mates
now," said
Feenstra.
"Chantelle and I are pretty close. We
are roommates together on every
road trip, and we are keeping in
touch. I have talked to her a few
times since the season ended. We
talk about the different things we are
doing to stay in shape, as well as normal everyday stuff."
One thing that is not normal to
Feenstra is losing. San Antonio went
7-27 this past season, but Feenstra
has a positive outlook for the future
and described her first year experience as rewarding.
"We did not have a very successful
year," said Feenstra. "San Antonio is
a transition team that is just trying to
get everything back to normal. The
most rewarding part is just meeting
new people and a chance to play
against some of the best basketball
players in the world."
Feenstra and the San Antonio
Silver Stars will return to WNBA
action in May when the 2006 season
starts.
Contact
Adam
jatrent@liberty.edu.

Trent
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TOWERING ABOVE THE COMPETITION — Liberty center Katie Feenstra was a
brick wall in the paint during her time at LU, and things haven't changed
since joining the San Antonio Silver Stars.

Would you like to help bless Christian businesses?
Like some extra cash? Like to help others find the Lord?

BROWNSTONE
^^^PROPERITE^INC

LAST OPPORTUNITY!
You can. accomplish all three by
working with a new Christian
business, the SIBS Guide!
Working around your class schedule,
help us to help Christian brothers
and sisters (SIBIings) find
Christian business people.

*Albs
Please contact Dr. Ron Sones at
426-460J or on campus at 592-3377
for more information

t

\ oiiniWV of*fo»«i££j5rt

naoofial

• Single Family Homes
• Townhomes/ Apartments
• Short Term Rentals
• Optional Washer/ Dryer
• Call for current Specials
*

Visit us online at
www.brownstoneproperties.com
For a complete listing
of available properties.

385-1025
1658 Graves Mill Road
info@brownstoneproperties.com
t2J IB

THERE'S STILL ROOM FOR A FEW MORE!
^CUSTOM
v

We Proudly Offer:

•

-4t"»r

fnr a mission «iP r

Muffler Center

CUSTOM DESIGNED ALUMNIZED &
STAINLESS STEEL SYSTEMS FOR
COMPACT CARS TO FULL SIZE TRUCKS,
SUV'S AND MOST IMPORTS

u 1000 mission t«P s
I Offers bv 60 ^ e v e a r s
From one « £ « l e s OI groups
• w individuals. .ep?5
V-'or W

FEATURING A COMPLETE LINE OF:
VORTEX • FLOWMASTER • SUPRF1E DIESEL
MUSTANG PERFORMANCE •ELIMINATOR TURBp
METAL CAT • CMX CONVERTER
/
Leesville Road Car Care Center
19950 Leesville Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(434) 239-4446
^

Trips

Curie*11-

[ShartTermMissions.com
•
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McDougals tear up the country
By Andrew Stevens
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

In just a year's time the
name
McDougal
has
become synonymous with
Liberty cross country and
success. However, this season it is not just sophomore Josh McDougal who
is making headlines; it is
his younger brother Jordan
who is turning heads, as
well.
Josh McDougal is the kid
who was running unattached at college events
five years before he even
put on a Liberty uniform,
and the kid that was
recruited by Stanford and
Ivy League schools.
He is the same kid that
has won 12 of his first 13
collegiate races including
his last race at the NCAA
Pre Nationals, as well as
finishing 13th as a true
freshman at the NCAA
cross country nationals last
season. That type of lecord
is tough for any little
brother to live up to, even
if
you
are
Jordan
McDougal.
Add to that the fact that
last year when the brothers
arrived at Liberty, Josh
was 19 and Jordan was just
17, and Liberty's Head
Cross Country Coach Brant
Tolsma chose to red shirt
Jordan.
"When Jordan came in
and we watched him ... it
seemed like he wasn't
going to make it to nationals individually and it
seemed like our team wasn't going to make it to
nationals, it just seemed
like a smart thing to do,"
Tolsma said.
"Also, we wanted to give

him a year where he could
lead the team when Josh is
done."
After having a year to
watch his big brother and
to train with the team,
Jordan has taken full
advantage of the opportunity to make a name for
himself.
In the Flames first meet
of the season at Virginia
Tech, Josh and Jordan finished in first and second
place, respectively.
In the second meet of the
year at VMI, it was a different course with the same
result as Josh and Jordan
again finished in first and
second place.
Just a few weeks later at
the prestigious Stanford
Invitational, the duo was
back at it again, as they
pulled off the hat trick finishing first and second for
the third consecutive meet.
The week following the
Stanford
Invitational,
Jordan's
efforts
were
rewarded when he was
named the Big South
Conference Choice Hotels
Men's
Cross
Country
Runner of the Week.
Growing up in Peru,
N.Y., Josh and Jordan tried
their hands at other sports,
but their decision to take
up running was ultimately
influenced by their parents.
"Our parents both ran for
fitness, so Jordan and I
being young at the time we
just wanted to get out there
and run with them," Josh
said. "We never really considered it a sport. For several years we did soccer
and other sports, until a
neighbor suggested we try
running."

JOSH MCDOUGAL

JORDAN MCDOUGAL

STEPHANIE GUI-AMERIAN

TWO OF A KIND — Josh and Jordan McDougal prepare for an upcoming meet.
While Josh has already won four meets this season, the pair finished first
and second respectively, in the three consecutive meets earlier this year.

Growing up in the harsh
winters of New York state
and putting in 100 to 120
mile weeks has helped Josh
and Jordan develop the
type of work ethic they
have now.

It is this work ethic that
has Tolsma believing that
while senior Evan Falat
may be the team's leader
and stabilizing influence,
the McDougals certainly
set an example for the rest

of the team to follow.
"People tend to do what
they (Josh and Jordan) do,
for better or for worse,"
Tolsma said. "That can be a
positive or a negative.
Certainly Josh is a leader
because he's always up
front and people are following him.
"He's a leader because of
his experience and his
mental toughness. We're
trying to build the team
around those two guys. If
we can't build a national
contender team when we
have those two guys, then
when they're gone, it would
be a greater challenge. You
don't get guys like that
every year."
Among most siblings
there is often the possibility for a bit of sibling rivalry. However, Josh and
Jordan view each other
more as sources of motivation than as competition.
"Definitely for me this
past year seeing how well
Josh ran last year, and seeing how hard he was training definitely motivated
me," Jordan said.
Josh admits to thinking
about winning a national
championship almost every
day, even in the midst of
other races.
Despite realizing his own
potential and the fact that
this season may be the year
his championship dreams
come true, the older
McDougal still remains
humble.
"We grew up in a home
where our parents were
Christians, and they taught
us to be humble," Josh
said. "Also, I look on the
Internet all the time at
results, and no matter how

good I am there's people
out there who are better
than me. There are guys
who are Kenyans and
Ethiopians who are two
and three years younger
than me that could kill me
right now.
I just try to keep it in perspective, I may be one of
the best runners in the
country right now, and
maybe in the collegiate
level and maybe the best
ever at Liberty, but there
are other guys who are bet'ter than me."
While Jordan may not be
aspiring to win a national
championship at this stage
in his career, he does
aspire to leave his own
mark and not just be
remembered
as
Josh
McDougal's brother.
"It's not necessarily that
important, but it's definitely a plus if I can get my
name out there," Jordan
said. "I really want to do
something for the program. That's the most
important part."
Tolsma hopes that the
success his team has had so
far this season is only a
sign of things to come. If
Jordan continues to follow
in his older brother's footsteps for the next several
years, Liberty's cross country program should be just
fine.

at

Contact Andrew Stevens
sastevens@liberty.edu.

what you want.
when you want it.

sodexho.
Reber-Thoiuas Dining
Hall

The Hangar Food
Court

Bieaiiart
ilon. - Ft:.: 7 am. • 10 30 am
Sat. & S'oa. 6 30 am - 9:20 am

MOB. TU*;

Lux/: a
X'OD. • Fr..: 10: 30 »m • 5:2-0 pm
Sat. & Suit. 11:30 am • 1 33 pai

&. Th.
7:30 am - SCO pai
Wed. 7:20 am - 6.00 pai
Fri. 7;2Oani-S00pm
CLai-td Satsuday &. Sunday

Eaatside Market

•Jazzman's Cafe

Sun., Mon.. Wed . Fn :
1100 am- 1130 pm
Tue., Th, Sit.
1000 am- 11 30 pm

In 2nd F.oar DeMesa HaU

Dinner
'oo. • TV: 6 pm • 7 p a
Fri. - S'ja. a pai - 6:20 pm

SuVi Connection

Cafe a la Cane

Legated in De\£css

In Pc&fiS Hall

Lai* Nkfct
Sun - Wed. 9 psa - 12 32 pea

ilaa.-Fri 12:30 am-7 DO pun
C".:>:-td Sattuday In Sunday

Moo.-Ta. 7:30 am 3:53 pia
Fri. ~:20 am-2:C»D pm
Copied Saturday & Sunday

Reber-Taaoiaa Take Oux

Campus North Cafe

Uw.-Fh 10:30-7:80

HOD.-Fri 7 32 am - 3 30 pm

Clued Saturday i. Sunday

iCK!ttllliUStDU£

\

Keyhole Convenience
Store
In Dorm 1-'

Xtan-Th & 20 am • 12 30 am j,? o n . 11 00am-ll:30pm
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Tue. 10:0021ft- 11 30pm
Sat 12 00 pm • 12 00pm
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Don't forget to,
by and checkout
Ike pumpkin
carving contest
on October 27* I
located at the
Reber-Thomas
Dining Hall!
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Quote of the week: "In the end, it's not the years in
your life that count. It's the life in your years."
—Abraham Lincoln

Did you know? Levi Strauss made the first pair of blue jeans
in 1850. They were intended as work trousers for American
miners looking for gold.
—www.thatsweird.net

the truth behind the pumpkins and candy
MarLiesa Johnson'

By Brit Engbrecht
LIFE! REPORTER

he leaves are changing
color and there is a chilly
bite in the air. October has
settled in. People are carving
pumpkins and getting deals on 50
-pound bags of candy to pass out
to trick-or-treaters, while children
are figuring out what they want to
be and counting down the days.
Many people look at Halloween as
an evil holiday. Others embrace
the decorations, costumes, candy
and scary movies. However, many
do not know the origin of
Halloween.
Halloween dates back more than
2,000 years to the Celtic festival
Samhain (pronounced sow-in)
which marks the Celtic New Year.
The Celts divided the year into
four quarters: Samhain (winter),
Imbolc (spring), Beltane (summer), and Lughnasadh (autumn).
Samhain marks the winter season
which begins on Nov. 1.
According to celticspirit.org,
Samhain means "summer's end."
On the night of Oct. 31, Celts celebrated Samhain when it was
believed that the ghosts of the
dead returned to earth. It was
believed that spirits of the dead
would rise out of their graves and
wander the countryside, trying to

T

create a Jack O' Lantern to
scare away evil sprits for All
Hallows' Eve. Turnips were
replaced by pumpkins
and Jack O' Lanterns
became
a
Halloween tradireturn to their homes. Villagers tion. '
Dr. James
became frightened and tried to
settle these wandering spirits by Dobson of
offering them gifts of fruit and Focus on
t h e
nuts.
Druids built bonfires to com- F a m i l y
"If
memorate Samhain. The bonfires said,
were believed to be sacred. Many t h e
people gathered to burn crops and Halloween
animals as sacrifices to the Celtic experience
deities as well as to bond their is focused
family to others in the village. on fantasy
During the celebration, the Celts rather than
wore costumes that usually con- the occult,
sisted of animal heads and skins, I see no
in order to scare evil spirits away. harm in it.
During the first century, the My final
to
Romans invaded Britain. They word
took different festivals and tradi- p a r e n t s
the
tions with them. One festival on
known as Pomona Day was cele- s u b j e c t
brated around the first of would be
November. Hundreds of years of 'stay true to your
Roman rule mixed Roman Pomona own convictions.'"
Day and the Celtic Samhain festiContact
Brit
val together, making it one major Engbrecht
at
holiday.
bnengbrecht@libSamhain became the Halloween erty.edu
we are familiar with when in the
eighth century, Pope Gregory III
moved All Saints' Day to Nov.i. By
moving the holiday, Gregory was
trying to claim the day for
Christians, but pagan, Wiccan and
Druid beliefs remained.
In the 1840s, a potato famine
brought many Irish immigrants to
the U.S. They brought their custom of carving a face in a turnip to

the battle
between

r

good
and
OF THE WORLDS
By Amanda Corbett

evlt

that Christians recognize the and perhaps even more danspiritual warfare surrounding gerous simply because so
their lives. Ephesians. 6:12 many are unaware. "You
Have you ever found your- says that, "Our struggle is not should not view your world
self straining to pay attention against flesh and blood, but through the secure eyes of
during church, while reading against the rulers, against the Americanized security,"
your Bible or during prayer? authorities, against the pow- Moore said. "We should
No matter what you do, your ers of this dark world and approach our spiritual lives
mind keeps drifting to that against the spiritual forces of with the awareness we would
have if we lived in downtown
assignment you still have yet evil in the heavenly realms."
to finish or that phone call you
Satan's key strategy is Baghdad," he explained.
never made? What many deception. In fact, John 8:44
Through his Web site,
Christians may not realize is refers to Satan as "The father Spiritual Warfare Ministries
that something that seems so of lies." This explains why Online, Pastor Don Rogers
harmless is actually spiritual many Christians are blinded reveals two danger zones
warfare at its worst. Being to the reality of the spiritual within the realm of spiritual
unaware of this battle puts battles which surround their warfare. "Our ministry's
Christians in serious danger.
lives. It is important to stress upon spiritual warfare
"I think most spiritual bat- remember that especially in is an attempt to bring about a
tles are lost more from apathy America the presence of evil is proper balance in Christian
than defeat," said Campus not easy to detect. In most lives. So many Christians have
Pastor Johnnie Moore. "Most cases, it is easier to identify become passive and fearful,"
Christians are not aware of the spiritual warfare in a third he said. Rogers explained that
the intensity of the spiritual world country, where life in some Christians are apathetic
war around them, and thus general is unstable. However, or unaware of spiritual warthey loose for lack of fighting," the presence of evil in fare, while others have gone
he said. This is why it is vital America is just as rampant to the opposite extreme and
LIFE! REPORTER

"You can be anything you
want to be." Most of us have
heard that at some point in
our lives. This can be true if
we start working on what we
want to be early enough. For
instance, while dissecting a
pig in biology, I became very
thankful that I did not try
becoming a doctor. YQU
should be thankful, too. I am a
very "Oops, I am sure we didn't need that organ, anyway?"
kind of person. Poor Oscar the
PigThere is one time of year,
however, when you can )je
anything — Halloween.
^
My favorite costume w#s
the "Indian" costume. When
my brothers wore it, they were
war Indians. When I wore itil
was an Indian princess.
Every year, my mom and
dad would help my siblings
and me get ready and thep
take us to the "Fall FestivaT.at
church. It was land of the an,tievil Halloween party where
you could not dress up as anything scary. There was free
candy, so no child really cared
what they named it.
There is just something
exciting about being someone
or somefhmgr else for a d&y
and knowing you will go baigk
to normal the next day. Aflji
there is the candy — lots afld
lots of candy.
Now I am going to tell you
something that you might not
ever hear at a motivational
lecture or a dentist convention. For the day, Halloween
or "Fall Festival," be someone
you are nor and eat as much
candy as you possibly can.
By the way, if you have any
good ideas on what I should
be, send me an email and let
me know!
Contact MarLiesa Johnson
at mdjohnson3@liberty.edu

are paralyzed by a fear of it.
However, Neil T. Anderson
illustrates a solution for this
problem in his book The
Bondage Breaker. "Demons
are like little invisible germs
looking for someone to
infect," he said. "We are never
told in Scripture to be afraid
of them. You just need to be
aware of their reality and
commit yourself to know the
truth and live arighteouslife."
Chances are good that at
this point you're thinking that
living a "righteous life" is
much easier said than done.
While that may be true, rest
assured that striving to live a
righteous life is much better
than its alternative. "Satan's
primary aim is to promote
self-interest as the chief end
of man,"Anderson continues,
"Satan has deceived (people)
into thinking they are serving
themselves when in fact, they
are serving the world, the
flesh and the devil." He
encourages Christians to consider the
life
of
J e s u s
Christ.
While
Satan
seeks to
persuade
us to serve
ourselves,
J e s u s
Christ
lived the

complete and utter opposite
lifestyle during His time on
earth. It is not by any means
an easy battle, but it is one
worth fighting. "Satan will
take advantage of anyone who
tries to remain neutral,"
Anderson said.
The best way to battle
Satan's lies is with God's
truth. It is imperative that
Christians memorize scripture to battle the thoughts
Satan brings into their minds.
"Christians that believe,
declare and act upon the truth
of God's word will thwart
Satan's energy," Anderson
said. He explained that freedom from spiritual bondage is
not a power struggle, but a
truth encounter and that
God's word exposes Satan in
his lies.
The most important thing
to remember is that you will
never win this battle on your
own. It is of course, only
through faith and trust in
Jesus Christ that you will have

the strength to battle Satan.
Pastor
Johnnie
Moore
reminds
us
of
what
Jehoshaphat said in 2
Chronicles 20:15, "For the
battie is not yours, it's God's,"
"You want to win your spiritual war, then stay close to your
commander. Otherwise,
you've already lost," Mooj^e
said.
,
So when going throughqu,t
your day enduring distractions aimed at taking your
mind from the spiritual warr
fare that surrounds you,
remind yourself of 2
Corinthians. 10:3-5, Tfif
weapons wefightwith are npj:
the weapons of the world. Qn
the contrary, they have divide
power to demolish strongr
holds. We demolish argur
ments and every pretension
that sets itself up against the
knowledge of God, and we
take captive every thought to
make it obedient to Christ."
Contact Amanda Corbetf
at alcorbett@liberty.edu
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Dr. Martin Offield
personaC triumph, inspiring testimony and true Cove
By Amanda Corbett
L1FEI REPORTER

|Uthiminaninsti"tution and forget
you ever had
him," doctors told Betty
Offield. Her heart was breaking as the doctor informed her
that her new born son would
never be more than a vegetable. "I
h' a d
known
all along
t h a t
something was
Wrong,"
she said.
Without
hesitation she
told the
doctor that God had blessed
her with this child and she
would keep him for as long as
God allowed. Little did Betty
Know that her faith in God
Would speak volumes through
her son's life in years to come.
Her son, Martin Offield,
had been diagnosed with
Spina Bifida. Offield, who
today holds a doctorate in
biology, said that he was practically living in the hospital
until the age of six. However,
'he was no ordinary child. "He
was a determined little char1
acter," Betty said. She recalled
a'time she took him into the
dressing room at J.C. Penny's
and set him on the floor so she
could change. While she
looked away for a mere second, Offield stuck his head
under the dressing room next
to him and asked the woman
changing if she was going to

u

p

heaven or hell. "At that point I excel in biology. He attended
just took my baby and left," Graham Christian Academy
High School which had a stuBetty relayed chuckling.
"I guess you could say I was dent body of 20 people.
"I was valedictorian of my
very cantankerous," Offield
said. "Sometimes the doctor class," Offield said, "but I was
would have to give me exams also the only person in my
upside-down because I would class." With a proud grin on
insist on standing on my his face Offield said that he is
the only person who can say
head."
When he turned 6 it was he had both the highest and
time to leave the hospital and the lowest grade point average
>
start kindergarten. in his class.
It was part of his family's
Thanks to the hard
work of his mother, Sunday morning ritual to
Offield was the first watch Jerry Falwell on televihandicap child ever sion. This, he says, is what led
to attend Davy K. him to Liberty University.
Sellars Elementary During his sophomore year at
School.
Offield Liberty, Offield heard a sermanaged to stay out mon on the sovereignty of
of the hospital until God. "I was struck by the
the age of 12, when Spirit," he said. "I realized my
he had major back life was not fully surrendered
OFFIELD s u r g e r y t h a t l e f t and I was the one calling all
him lying flat on his back for a the shots."
He recognized, during this
year.
After what must have been time, that his engagement to a
the longest year of his life, woman named Mary was not
Offield was no longer bed rid- God's will for his life. Trusting
den. He took this opportunity his convictions, he ended his
to go to a Bible Camp. There, relationship with her. "I knew
he came to the realization that very well that because I was
he had never truly invited handicapped, I may never find
Jesus Christ into his life. "I another woman willing to put
thought I had been saved up with my needs," he said. "I
when I was 5, but I realized knew that there was a very
while at camp that I could good chance that I would
barely even remember it," he spend the rest of my life
continued, "so I accepted the alone."
Lord and from that point on I
In the next seven weeks,
could feel Him directing my Offield found it impossible to
life." Offield said that it was even eat or sleep. During these
during this time he decided to restless nights, he would read
pursue biology.
his Bible and pray. "I look
Having spent more time in back on this time of my life
the hospital than the average and can see how essential it
person, Offield soaked up all was to my spiritual growth,"
kinds of information about he said.
medicine. This gave him an
After graduating from
advantage that allowed him to Liberty, Offield did his

OLATE

Master's work at Texas A&M band into my life," Donna them cared for country music,
they had a great time, laughin College Station. After said.
applying to several to doctoral
In a matter of weeks Offield ing together the whole night.
programs around the country, had asked Donna out on their
On April 25, 1992, Offield
he was accepted at Duke, first date. "We had quite a married the woman of his
Washington University and humorous first date," Offield dreams. "Never in a lifetime
Vanderbilt University gradu- said. He explained that he was could I have chosen a better
ate schools. In the midst of his given two tickets to the Grand woman for Martin than
decision making, Offield Ole Opry, along with a group Donna," McDonell said.
found himself corresponding of senior citizens from his Offield is still astounded by
with a former Liberty gradu- mother's church in Texas. "I how
miraculously
God
ate named Andrea. Simply don't really like country brought them together. He
because it was closer to her, music, but I thought it would explained that finding Donna
Offield decided to head off to be funny if nothing else," was well worth the pain of
Vanderbilt to attain his mas- Offield said. Without hesita- breaking off his first engageter's. No sooner had he settled tion, he decided to take ment and being turned down
in when Andrea confessed Donna. As they boarded the by another. "If I had never
that she had no intentions of bus someone announced, liked Andrea, I wouldn't have
ever being more than a friend. "Ladies and gentlemen here is moved to Vanderbilt to meet
Broken hearted and feeling the future Mrs. Offield." "I Donna," he said.
lost, Offield found consolation guess he was a prophet,"
at a church near Vanderbilt. Donna said jokingly.
Contact Amanda Corbett
The church had a singles
Even though neither of at alcorbett@liberty.edu
group in which he met a
woman named Donna
who was well-known and
respected throughout the
church. Donna was more
than an inspiration. She
was blind from birth and
was often told that she
had the voice "of an
angel."
"Her voice was so
beautiful it brought half
the
congregation
to
tears," Offield explained.
Donna had just graduated
from
Light
House
Christian College with a
major in elementary edncation. She was uncertain
about where God was
leading her next and
sought out her pastor for
advice. "We decided to
pray together and during
his prayer he just happened to mention that
PHOTO COURTESY (
God might be getting
MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN — Offield with his wife, Donna.
ready to bring my hus-
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By Heather Harp
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As college students we
have a reputation for eating
junk food. "Theobroma
Cacao", which means "food
of the gods," is the scientific
name for one of American's
favorite snacks — chocolate.
"The history of chocolate
spans from 200 B.C. to the
present, encompassing many
nations and peoples of our
world," Hershey.com said.
However there are many
myths behind chocolate that
are untrue. Chocolate has
been labeled as a fattening
and unhealthy food, as well
as a food that raises cholesterol levels. Many studies,
however, show that
phocolate does not
raise cholesterol,
and can have many
health
benefits
when eaten in moderation.

cholesterol. On the contrary,
said Yale Medical Group.
Dark chocolate is good for
cardiovascular
health.
Chocolate can even lower
your risk for heart disease in
some cases.
Chocolate is given a bad
reputation when in actuality
it has many nutritious qualities. "Chocolate is quite
nutritious. Not only is it a
good source of folic acid, copper and magnesium, but it is
rich in antioxidant polyphenols, a kind of chemical thatmay protect against some
common health problems
and possibly certain effects of
aging including flavonoids,"
Medical Net Online said. The
polyphenol content alone in a
single 40 gram candy bar of

The first myth
related to chocolate
is that chocolate is
fattening.
"Less
than 2 percent of
the fat and 10 percent of the sugar in
our diets are supplied by candy.
Most of the fat
Actually
comes
from the high-fat
animalproducts
we eat," Hershey
said. A second
myth related to
chocolate is that CHOCOLATE — In moderation, chocolate can be
chocolate
raises good for your health

•i

dark chocolate is equivalent
to two days worth of fruits
and vegetables. In fact,
Townsend Letter claims that
cocoa powder is believed to
surpass both green tea and
garlic as a protective antioxidant food.
Although chocolate has
many myths surrounding it,
the truth is that chocolate can
have many positive benefits.
Although eating massive
amounts of chocolate, or basing your whole diet on
chocolate would be extremely unhealthy. I n c l u d i n g
chocolate in your daily regimen can give you daily nutrients you need.
Contact Heather Harp at
hfharp@liberty.edu.
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>E DO STATE INSPECTIONS
Oil Change

Oil Change

Filter, Lube,
up t o 5 q u a r t s ,
t o p o f f fluids most
vehicles
£19.74 w / t a x

C1TGO, 10W30
r o t a t e tires 6c
s a f e t y check
£2.9.95 w / t a x

II, Q u a k e r s t a t e , M a v o l t n e , C a s t r o !
£2JL.95 w / t a x
R o t a t e & Balance 4 Tires £28.00
Most: Vehicles

»***•"* *•*».

JT

In
town

\

Brakes

/ Michelin, \
t o w i n g M ~ F f Medium Grade <
V
/
Brakes £89 f F i r e s t o n e , \
£A3^ 5K. n
0 0n
Top o f t h e line I BF Goodrich, I
.brakes £115 \ Cooper, E t c . /
Price also inc(udes\
/
turning rotors or
•'
N
^ . - . - * '
drums 6c labor
/
With tire \
(most vehicles)
purchase f r e e \
Alignments
/
Ye r o t a t e with |
1 Wheel £35
* everu other oil '
4 Wheel £45
|
V change here /
(most vehicles) I
V
y Shimms 6c Spacers
^«*•••*,, „->•""'''

stre e x t r a

• ^ We ^ \
sell t i r e s !

\

<C h e c k o u t I
our
c

prices! I

^
**m^w**

Transmission Flush £89~£12.0
C o o l a n t Flush £ 4 0 - £ 8 5
Fuel I n j e c t o r Flush £ 9 9 - £ 1 2 9
|ifick Engine Light or A B S Diagnosis £ 4 0

l i l n t & Body Shop Coming Soon!
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m i tlw show
relations are in continual
working order. "There are
numerous things going on at
the same time when producing a concert," said White.
"The checklist is never really
finished until the show m
over."

By Justin Morgan
CONTRIBUTING WRITKR

-ou're in the audience
among a thousand
screaming fans. The
lights go up and your favorite
guitarist strikes the first
chord. Although this moment
is the beginning of the concert
for you, it is the grand finale to
a team of dedicated students
who streamed their energy
into this event for months.

Y

The Big Day

The People
Ira Richards, the director of
Student Activities, has been
involved with the program for
almost six years. Richards,
Associate Director Chris
Misiano
and
Concert
Supervisor Daniel White are
in charge of producing more
than 30 concerts and events
this semester. The three of
them, however, are not the
only ones deserving the credit.
They have a team of 20
Liberty students working
behind the scenes 15 to 25
hours a week planning and
developing ideas for Student
Activities' events.
"Many people are unaware
of our creative team of students involved in the planning
and producing of events," said
Richards.
In just one year, the team
has gone from nine student
workers to 20, and because
the team is made up of students, they naturally relate to
the rest of the campus.
"Our goal has always been
to be as receptive as possible
to the students' needs," said
Richards. "With a team that
relates to the rest of the student body, we can know and
better provide the entertain-

PHOTO PROVIDED

MEET THE STAFF — (Back Row) Curtis Wevodau, Steve Mizesko, Dan White, Julie Hanson, Jono Morrow, Justin Kintzel and Hailee Gibson. (Middle row) Luke
Smith, Dave Christen (lying across), Ryan Law, Chris Kuehl, Lauren Campbell and Anna Chaffins. (Bottom row)Floor: Alese Chandler, Melissa Brooks, Mike
Sanders, Nathan Cooley and Scott Day. Not pictured: Drew Zinck, Courtney Blankenship, Ira Richards (Director) and Chris Misiano (Assodate Director).

within Student Activities:
ment that is in demand."
"What I enjoy most about Concerts, off-campus trips/
working with Student Life is on-campus events and mardefinitely the idea that I, a stu- keting/ promotion. Under
dent, am influencing the col- each division is a group of stulege
activities,"
Alese dent workers who focus
Chandler said. "I know what's directly on their individual
out there, and ... I can plug in tasks. However, each group
what students want ... I'm joins together to work on
glad that I can make a differ- major events such as
CoffeeHouse and CFAW conence, even if it is slight."
certs.
The Process
"It starts with us sitting
down and discussing the
The team is highly involved events we want to host and the
in the marketing, promotion best dates for them," White
and management of the said. "Once a schedule is set,
events that are produced. we decide which artists we
There are three divisions want to try and bring to the

on marketing and promotion,
event."
Several surveys have been while another begins to line
created and used to find out up production and technical
which bands people want to aspects of the show," White
see. Sometimes, however, the said.
bands that come are unfamilDuring the several weeks
iar to many students.
leading up to the show, pro"One of my goals is to help moting is the main focus.
the students of Liberty get a Video trailers and radio
more diverse taste in advertisements are put
Christian music," student together to get the word out.
Hundreds of posters and
worker Anna Chaffins said.
The team then contacts dif- mailings are sent out to local
ferent booking agents to find bookstores, music stores and
out which artists are available churches.
and which will meet the needs
While the marketing and
of the students and event. "As promotion team is in motion,
soon as the artists are con- the monitoring of ticket sales,
firmed, a team starts to work sound production and artist

The day of the she;
requires the most cooperation
and organization. All the
sound and lighting production
is set up hours early so the
artists can sound check on
time. A hospitality staff is set
up to host the artist, including
running errands for them,
taking them to and from the
hotel and catering their meals.
As show time approaches, volunteers, techs and security
take their places. The doors
open and the show starts.
"The concerts that we put
on are not just great ways to
make a relevant connection to
the campus body, but a great
opportunity to promote and
fulfill the ethical values this
institute endorses," said
White.
The future looks bright for
Student Activities. ATaitand
Barlow Girls concert is scheduled for Nov. 11 followed by
the much-anticipated talent
show,
CoffeHouse,
in
December. As the school continues to expand, the directors
also desire the campus events
to increase in scale.
"Student Activities is more
than a department," said
Richards. "It is the idea that,
by providing a broad spectrum of activities and opportunities to our students, we
are helping to make Liberty a
more exciting and dynamic
university."
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